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Abstract 

The scattering of infrared radiation by individual spheres and cylinders on planar 

sUlfaces was measured, and a sUlll-of-fields theory was devised to model the data. 

A polarization-modulated angle-scaIUnng tunable-wavelength infrared nephelome

ter was built as part of tIns work. Reliable data were collected for a variety of 

sphere / substrate and cylinder / substrate combinations. The modelling calcula

tions were performed by FORrRAN progranlS, wInch were developed as part of 

tIns work. TIns model was generally successful in predicting the qualitative scat

tering behavior of spheres and cylinders on insulating substrates, but only partially 

successful for systell1S involving metallic substrates. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

An eminent philosopher among my friends who can dignify even your 

ugly funnture by lifting it into the serene ligl1t of science, has shown 

me tlns pregnant little fact. Your pierglass or extensive surface of 

polished steel made to be rubbed by a housemaid will be miimtely 

and multitudinously scratched in all directions; but place now against 

it a ligl1ted candle as a centre of illumination, and 10, the scratches 

will seem to arrange themselves in a fine series of concentric circles 

round that little sun. It is demonstrable that the scratches are going 

everywhere impartially, and it is only your candle that produces the 

flattering illusion of a concentric arrangement, its ligl1t falling with an 

exclusive optical selection. TIlese things are a parable. 

George Eliot, 1872, l\fiddlemarch. 

16 

Light scattering phenomena play important 10les in many physical sys

tems; exanlples include the ocean, planetary atmospheres, the interstellar mediurr~ 

and cleanroom instruments which monitor particulate contamination in liquids, 

gases, and on sUliaces. T\vo excellent collections of papers, one edited by Kerker[13], 

and the other by Bohren[5], contain many of the Instorically important papers in 

the field. Monogl'aphs by van de Hulst[27], Kerker[12], and Bohren and Huffman[4], 

provide good surveys of the subject. TIus work is concerned with the elastic scat

tering of infrared light by individual spheres and rigl1t-circular cylinders resting on 

planar sUliaces. In tlus contexi, elastic scattering means that the scattered light 
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has the same \vavelength as the illuminating light. An instnnnent was built and 

used to make measurements on a variety of these scattering systems. A theory 

was constructed to model the data, and a computer program which perfOlTI1S the 

model calculations was written. 

Spheres and cylinders were chosen for study for a number of reasons. They 

were the first bodies for which the free-scattering problem was rigorously solved. 

In this context, 'i'ree" means the scatterer is isolated in space and does not electro

magetically interact with any other body. In 1881, Rayleigh published a complete· 

solution for the scattering by a normally illuminated free dielectric cylinder with 

arbitrary radius and refractive index.[14] The exact solution for the free sphere 

was worked out independently by several investigators, but Gustav 1vlie is most 

commonly associated with the theory. A survey by Nelson[32] gives a good ac

count of the early history of the work on scattering by free spheres, covering the 

period from the middle of the nineteenth century to the beginning of World vVar II. 

:Mie's paper[16] was published in 1908, and was largely concerned with the optical 

properties of colloidal suspensions of metal particles. The exact solutions for the 

scattering by spheres and cylinders are both expressed in terms of infinite series 1 , 

and since the advent of the computer, reliable programs have been developed for 

numerical evaluations of the scattering solutions2 . It may also be noted that the 

scattering of light by a sphere on a substrate is not only an interesting boundary

value problem in electromagnetics; it is one of comercial significance as well. The 

current generation of laser surface scanners, used in the semiconductor industry 

to detect particulate contamination and surface defects on silicon wafers, are all 

essentially nephelometers, or instnnnents that measure scattered light. The fact 

that polished silicon wafers which have been sparsely seeded with latex spheres 

are the most commonly used calibration standards for these instnnnents further 

motivates the choice of spheres as test particles. 

lSee Appendices A and B. 
2The free-cylinder and free-sphere programs used in this work are modifications of those foune! 

in Appendices A and C of Bohren and IIuffman[4] 
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The first work which directly relates to this investigation was published 

by R.P. Young in 1976.[32],[33] In an effort to understand the effect of particulate 

contamination on high quality mirrors, Young measured Bidirectional Reflectance 

Distribution Functions (BRDF) for mirrors which had been unifonnly coated with 

various types of particles in a controlled fashion. Of the particles studied by 

Young, those most relevant to tlns work were silver spheres. Young adjusted the 

area density of the spheres so that more than one sphere was illunlinated at any 

one time, and hence the signal to noise ratio was high; yet the average distance 

between the spheres was large enough that the sphere-sphere interactions could 

be neglected. Young compared the data to a theory derived from Mie scattering; 

it was assumed that the signal arriving at the detector was the refl~tion by the 

mirror of the ligllt scattered by the '..- e. He calculated the scattering by the 

sphere using the free-sphere theory, and neglected all other interactions between 

the sphere and the substrate. The calculations and data agreed to within a factor of 

five on the gross behavior of the angular scattering pattern. Because the quantity 

Young measured is only roughly comparble to the 811 signal measured in this work3, 

it is difficult to make a direct comparison of the results of the t\VD studies. Besides 

tIns, Young's sphere samples were not uniform in size; one sample was composed 

of spheres with diameters ranging from 9 to 18J.lm in diameter, and another of 

spheres bet\veen 18 and 36J.lm in diameter. 

'I\vo papers by N alun and \Volfe reported on extensions of Young's work. [18], 

[19] BRDF measurements \vere made of sparse coatings of latex spheres on mirrors. 

The latex spheres used by NallIll et at. had a narrow range of sizes, and, for tIns 

kind of study, represented an improvement over the silver spheres used by Young. 

The theory they used to model the data was similar to that of Young, with correc

tions added to account for the effect of the substrate. The signal arriving at the 

detector was assumed to be due to the sum of three fields; the free-scattering field, 

3See Nicodemus, et a/.[20) for a discussion of the nomenclature of reflectance measurements. 
Sl1 is defined in Chapter 2 of this work. 
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the reflection by the substrate of the free-scattering field, and the free scattering 

of the substrate's reflection of the illlllllinating field. The phase change introduced 

by each of the substrate reflections was approximated by a factor of 7r, and a ge

ometric estimate of the shadowing of the substrate by the sphere was included. 

the success of Nahm and vVolf's theory was similar to Young's theory; their model 

correctly predicted the gross scattering behavior to within a factor of 10. For some 

scattering systems, there was an improvement over Young's model in qualitatively 

matching the details of the angular-scattering pattern. 

Measurements of the scattering by individual spheres on substrates have 

been reported by Weber and Hirleman [29] and Wojcik et al. [30]. This represents 

a significant improvement over the work discussed above, removing the effects of 

a distribution of sphere diameters. vVeber and Rirleman measured the scattering 

by individual latex spheres resting on polished nickel surfaces. They used an 

unpolarized ReNe laser, and the angle of illumination was 45° from the normal to 

the substrate. Instead of using a single-element dectector on a movable arm, as 

had all of the previous workers, they held a novel multi-element circular detector 

a fixed position, centered on the specular beam. Because of the scheme used for 

summing the signals from the individual elements, it is not possible to directly 

compare their results to those of tIns work. Using a theory sinnlar to that of 

N ahm and Wolf, Weber and Hirleman were able to predict the gross behavior of 

the data to witllin a factor of five. 

The work by Wojcik, et al. represents what is perhaps the best effort, to 

date, to model the scattering of light by spheres on substrates. Angular mea

surements were made of the scattering of individual latex spheres on a polished 

silicon substrate. The illunlinating laser was a ReNe operating at 632SA. The 

beam was normal to the substrate, and polarized perpendicular to the scatter

ing plane:! The signal measured by vVojcik et al. corresponds to the I.L signal 

"See Chapter 2 for a definition of the scatterng plane. 
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measured in this work.s A numerical solution involving time-domain and finite

difference methods was used by \Nojcilc, et at. to model the data. TIleir caluclations 

were made on a Cray 2, with each case requiring approximately 60 minutes of run 

time. Six different sphere sizes were studied, with diameters ranging from 0.54 to 

1.6j.Lm. TIley obtained good agreement between the calculations and the data for 

the smaller spheres (those with diameters of 0.54, 0.76, and 0.839j.Lm), and fair 

to poor agreement for the larger spheres (those with diameters of 1.0, 1.25, and 

1.6j.Lm). 

For the e}.."Perimental part of the present ,vork, a tunable-wavelength in

frared polarization-modulated angular-scanning nephelometer was constructed. The 

infrared was chosen as the region of operation of the instrument because it offers 

a number of experimental advantages. In many cases, the use of a wavelength

tunable CO2 laser provided a means of substantially changing the optical constants 

of the particle, of the substrate, or of both. In this important respect, the infrared 

region wherein this instrument operates is fundamentally different from the optical 

regi.on where most light-scattering instruments are designed to work. TIle optical 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum is perhaps the least interesting in terms 

of optical constants; for most materials, these parameters are indeed almost con

stant. On either side of the visible, hmvever, the optical constants of a material can 

, lOW extreme sensitivity to changes in wavelength. In some cases, the behavior 

of a material can be changed from metallic to insulating simply by changing the 

wavelegth of the illuminating radiation. For example, in the far ultraviolet (below 

about 300A) , aluminum becomes essentially transparent, and can be classed as an 

insulator in this region. [21] In the lOj.Lm region, where the instrument built for this 

work operates, many materials exhibit large changes in their optical constants as 

the wavelength is varied. For example, the cylinders used in tIns work were fibers 

ITkme out of Si02• Consider the case of a Si02 fiber on an aluminum substrate. If 

the wavelength of the laser is changed from 9.2 to 1O.7j.Lm (these values represent 

5See Chapter 2 for a definition of I.L' 
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the approximate limits of the range of wavelength tunability), the aluminum re

mains metallic, while the fiber goes from absorbing to insulating behavior. Thus, 

in this example, the scattering properties of a ''new'' fiber j substrate system can 

be measured without altering anything in the e:,q~eriment but the wavelength. No 

changes in the scattering behavior have been introduced by differences in radius, 

orientation, or any other geometrical or mechanical factors. Differences in light 

scattering patterns are due solely to differences in the optical constants of the 

fiber, and the interpretation of the results is greatly simplified. 

Another important advantage of working in the lOJ.Lm region, as opposed 

to the visible, is that the particles are much larger, and the samples are much 

easier to prepare and characterize. VVhen describing a light scattering'system, one 

of the most important quantities that must be specified is the size parameter: x. 

For spheres and cylinders, it is defined as x = 27rNaj).., where N is the ratio of 

the complex refractive indices of the scatterer and the surrounding medium, a is 

the radius of the sphere or cylinder, and ).. is the wavelength of the illumination. 

Because the difference in wavelength bet,veen the visible and the lOJ.Lm regions is 

roughly a factor of 20, the dimensions of comparable light scattering systems also 

scale by a factor of 20 as one goes from one regime to the other. For instance, 

the scattering of a 2J.Lm sphere illuminated by 5000.'\ light is the same as the 

scattering of a 4OJ.Lm sphere illuminated by lOJ.Lm light, provided that at their 

respective wavelengths the optical constants of the two spheres are the same. The 

spheres used were on the order of 80J.Lm in diameter, and were large enough to be 

picked up with a fiber and individually deposited on substrates. This would not 

have been possible with the corresponding 4J.Lm sphere in the visible. The fibers 

used in this work were approximately 30J.Lm in diameter, and besides being easier 

to manipulate, ,vere obviously more robust than the corresponding 1.5J.Lm fibers 

would have been. Substrates also are much easier to work with in the infrru·ed. 

Due to the factor of 20 difference in wavelength, substrates that are fabricated 

to meet visible standards of surface flatness and rouglmess are essentially perfect 
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in the infrared6• All the substrates used in this work were manufactured for use 

in the visible or ultraviolet, ,vith the exception of the NaCl windows, which met 

infrared standards for surface finish. Substrates are easier to keep "clean" for 

infrared purposes, since airborne contcu1lination, which is certainly a problem for 

visible optics, is largely invisible when working in the infrared. 

The instrument which was built as part of tIlls work is a direct descen

dant of one built by Hunt and Huffman.[8] Their instrument, built to operate 

in the visible, was the first angular-scanning nephelometer to use a photoelastic 

modulator.[ll] Using an instrument of this design, it is possible, in principle, to 

completely determine the light scattering properties of any system by measuring 

the complete .!v[ueller matrix.7 This has, in fact, been done for a number of systems, 

including liquid suspensions of latex spheres [26] , levitated single latex spheres [26] , 

clouds of selected nonpspherical particles [23] , and single fibers [2] . This type of in

strument is particularly good at providing sensitive measurements of certain matrix 

elements which are often very small, such as S14. Other matrix elements, such as 

S13, are more difficult to determine ,vith an instrument of this design, because they 

only appear in mixtures ,vith other elements.s In this work, the only mixed non

zero matrix element measured was S34. The fact that it was mix:ed did not present 

a large problem, as it was mixed ,vith S14 and S31, which are both theoretically 

zero for all the scattering systems examined in this work. 9 Experimentally, these 

matrix elements were always small, and their contributions could be ignored when 

comparing data to theory.l0 High quality data were obtained ,vith this instrument 

for a number of different spheres and cylinders on a variety of substrates. The 

6Chapter 2 of Optics Guide 5[15] offers a good introduction to optical specifications. 
7Section 3.3 of Bohren and IIuffman[4] contains a complete discussion of the Mueller matrix, 

and Section 13.7 of the same work gives the experimental details of measuring all of the matrix 
elements. 

8ibid. 
9See Section 2.2. 

lOSee Section 3. 
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wavelength and angle of the illuminating laser were varied, and 5 scattering sig

nals, which included both intensity and polarization infonnation, were measured 

as a function of scattering angle. 

Predicting the light-scattering behavior of an arbitrarily-chosen particle 

resting on a solid surface is a formidable task. TIle general problem depends on 

many variables. TIle wavelength of the illuminating radiation can be varied. The 

optical constants of both the particle and the substrate are paranleters which can 

change rapidly with changing wavelength. The polarization states of the incident 

and scattered light are, in general, different. The orientation with respect to the 

substrate, shape, and size of the particle can vary. The angles of illumination and 

of detection can be changed. Given the difficulty of the general problem, it is fair 

to say that it will probably evade complete, rigorous solution for some time to 

come. As a first step, then, it is natural to focus on special, simple cases; this work 

concentrated on the ligllt scattering by individual cylinders and individual spheres 

on planar surfaces. TIle theory that was devised as part of tIns work is sinlilar in 

spirit to those developed by Young, Nahm and \Volf, and Weber and Hirleman, 

discussed above. TIle signal seen by the detector was modelled by a sum-oj-fields 

theory. TIle fields in this theory were the free scattering from the sphere or cylin

der, the reflection of the free scattering by the substrate, the scattering by the 

sphere or cylinder of the substrate's reflection of the incident illumination, and 

nine Ingller-order fields. Unlike any of the previous efforts, hO'w8ver, the phase and 

amplitude changes due to reflections were calculated using the complex Fresnel

reflection formulae. In tIns model, all calculations and relevant quantities were 

e~"plicity complex. Phase changes due to path differences were also carefully cal

culated. Geometric estimates of the shadowing of the substrate by the sphere or 

cylinder were incorporated, and distance attenuation effects were accounted for in 

the Ingller-order fields. As discussed in Chapter 4, tIns approach was quite suc

cessful for some classes of particle / substrate combinations (chiefly those involving 

insulating substrates), and even its failure for other scattering systems is, to some 
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extent, revealing of the actual physical process. 

Chapter 2 contains a brief discussion of the general nomenclature of light 

scattering, a discussion of the sum-of-fields model for cylinders on substrates, and 

a discussion of the model for spheres on substrates. Also included in Chapter 2 

is a comparison of the sum-of-fields calculations to the results reported by Wojcik 

et ai. Appendices A and B contain summaries of the free-scattering theories for 

cylinders and spheres, respectively. Appendicies C through F contain listings of 

the programs which perform the model calculations and sample input files for the 

programs. Chapter 3 discusses the design and construction of the instrument, the 

calibration procedures, and the details of the measurements. In Chapter 4 the 

data are compared to the model calculations, and the performance of the theory 

is analyzed. Chapter 5 is the Conclusion. 



CHAPTER 2 

Theory of Scattering 

2.1 Definitions and Mathematical Preliminaries 

A discussion of light scattering usually begins with the introduction of the Ma'\.\vell 

equations. In 5I units, they are 

\7.D=PI, 

\7 x E + %tB = 0, 

\7. B =0, 

\7xH=J/ +%t D, 

(2.1) 

where E and D are the electric field and electric displacement, respectively, and 

B and H are the magnetic induction and magnetic field, respectively.l J I is the 

free ctllTent density, and PI is the free charge density. D and H are defined 

D=E'oE+P, 

H= .l..B- M, 
/L(J 

(2.2) 

,,,,here P is the electric polarization, M the magnetization, co the pemnttivity of 

free space and flo the permiability of free space. In all that follows, it is assumed 

that the materials under consideration are linear, homogeneous, and isotropic, so 

IThe notation in this section is essentially identical to that found in Bohren and Huffman [4], 
chapters 2 and 9. 
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that the constitutive relations take the simple forms 

J=aE, 

B =,uH, (2.3) 

P = coXE, 

where the conductivity a, the permeability ,u, and the electric susceptibility X are 

scalar functions peculiar to the material under consideration. In all cases de

scribed below, a, ,u, and X will be assumed to depend only upon the frequency of 

the electromagnetic wave propagating through the material. 'TIle general, nonho

mogeneous wave equations can be written 

\72E - c,u;t~ E = ~ \7 PI + ,u;tJ f, 

\72B - c,u'B = -,u(\7 x J I), 

and in regions where J I = 0, PI = 0, their solutions have the general form 

E = Eoei(k.x-wt) , 

H = Hoei(k.x-wt) , 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

where Eo, Ho, and the wave vector k are in general complex quantities. If e is a 

real unit vector in the direction of propagation, k can be written 

k = ke = {k' + ik")e, 

and k is related to the complex index of refraction N by 

N is 'written 

w 
k=-N. 

c 

N=n+ik, (2.6) 

where n and k are the nonnegative real and imaginary indices of refraction, re

spectively. In nOnnlagIletic materials, nand k and the components E' and E" of the 

complex dielectric function 
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate system and basis vectors for the Stokes parameters. 

are related by the folloVling fomrulae: 

€' = 2nk, 
(() -) -.1 

-./~-k' n- V 2 ' 

k - . /.Ji!I±i!i'I - (' - V 2 . 

In scattering experiments, there are two electromagnetic waves of interest, the 

incident (denoted by the subscript I), and the scattered (denoted by the subscript 

S), and hence two sets of basis vectors are needed to specify their polarization 

states. Figure 2.1 shows the coordinate system used for determining them. In 

this figure, the scattering plane is shown as coinciding with the y - z plane. The 

scattering plane is defined by the directions of propagation of the incident and 

scattered light, e[ and es. The subscripts II and..L indicate directions parallel and 

perpendicular to the scattering plane, respectively, and the unit vectors ell and eJ. 
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satisfy the relation 

where e is the direction of propagation of the wave in question. Once ell and e.t 
are specified, e+ and e_, as well as one other set of basis vectors e R and e L may 

be obained from the following relations: 

e+ = ~(ell + e.t), e_ = ~(ell - e.t), 

eR = ~ (ell + ie.t), eL = ~(ell - -ie.t). 
(2.8) 

Right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized waves are described in tenus of 

Consider an arbitrary particle illuminated by an electromagnetic wave of 

the form 

(2.9) 

where 

(2.10) 

as illustrated in figure 2.2. TIle angles e and ¢ are lmmvn as the scattering angle 

and azimuthal angle, respectively. In the far-field region (kr » 1), the scattered 

field can be treated as a transverse field, and written 2: 

(2.11) 

One completely general description of the scattering by an arbitrary particle is 

embodied in the amplitude scattering matrix Sj3: 

(2.12) 

These Sj are in general complex functions of f) and ¢, so there are eight quantities 

of interest: the four moduli and the four phases. However, since only the relative 

:!See, for example, Jackson [10], page 748. 
3See, for example, van de Hulst[27]' page 34. 
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Figure 2.2: The interaction between a particle and an electromagnetic wave. 
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phases are of consequence, there are only seven independent quantities in the most 

general description of the scattering by a single particle. The form of the rnatri.x 

is often greatly simplified for systems possessing symmetry, as discussed below in 

Section 2.2. 

In principle, specifying the Si completely describes the scattering proper

ties of the system of interest. In practice, however, this is not in general possible, 

since the amplitudes and relative phase of the incident and scattered light cannot 

easily be measured. From an experimentalist's point of view, the polarization state 

of an electromagnetic wave is best described by specifying the Stokes parameters 

I,Q,U,V, and the most convenient and compact way to characterize the scattering 

of a particle is to specify the elements of its Mueller Matrix Sij. Qualitatively, I is 

the total intensity of the beam, Q is the difference in intensity between light lin

early polarized in the direction of e.L and linearly polarized in the direction of ell, 
U is the difference in intensity between light linearly polarized along the direction 
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of e+ and linearly polarized along the direction of e_, and V is the difference in 

intensity of right- and left-circularly polarized light, where the senses of right and 

left are defined by eR and eL. to If we write the electric field as 

with 

E = Eoei(kz- wt) , 

then the Stokes parameters are given by 

1=< EjIE4i + EolE~ >, 
Q =< EjIE" - EolE~ >, 

U =< EjIE~ + EolE4i >, 
V =< i{EjIE~ - EolE") > . 

The Sij can be defined in tenns of the Stokes vectors: 

Is S11 S12 S13 S14 

Qs 1 S21 S22 S23 S24 

Us k2r2 
S31 S32 S33 S34 

Vs S,n S42 S43 S44 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

II 

QI 
(2.16) 

UI 

VI 

Straightforward relations connect the elements of the amplitude scattering 

matrix Si and those of the Mueller matrix Sij. Just as there are only seven inde-

pendent quantities in the amplitude scattering matrix, likewise only seven of the 

Sij can be independent for the scattering by a single particle. If ~ and ~ denote 

real part and imaginary part, respectively, then the relations needed in tIns work 

are: 

S11 = HI S1 12 + I 82 12 + I 83 12 + I 84 12), 

812 = HI S2 12 - I 81 12 + I 84 12 + I 83 12), 

833 = ~[8182 + S381], 

834 = 8'[828i + 8483], 

(2.17) 
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It is appropriate at this point to define another scattering signal, 

(2.18) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, 1.1 is easy to measure, and data was always taken for 

this signal. Comparisons of 1.1 and calculations are shown in Chapter 4 for various 

scattering systems. 

If the light impinging on an arbitrary particle has an incident irradiance 

II, then the extinction vVext due to the particle is given by 

(2.19) 

where Cext is called the extinction cross section. G~xt is written as the sum of the 

scattering cross section Csca and the absorption cross section Cabs: 

The scattering efficiencies Qext, Qsca, and Qabs are defined by 

Qext = Cext/G, Qsca = Csca/G, Qabs = Cabs/G, (2.20) 

where G is the geometric cross section of the particle. 

TIle reflection of a plane wave by a planar interface between two media 

is governed by the Fresnel formulae. Figure 2.3 shows the geometry of such a 

reflection and defines the angles of incidence, reflection, and transmission, (h, On, 

and OT. For all cases, OR = 01. The complex index of refraction of the medium 

containing the incident and reflected waves is labelled N2, and that of the medium 

containing the transmitted wave is labelled N 1• TIle relative refractive index m is 

defined as the ratio m = %;. EI , ER and Er label the incident, reflected, and 

transmitted waves. If the incident and reflected waves are written 

EI = EllIe11 + EHe.l, 

ER = E11Re il + E.lRe.l, 



then the reflection coefficients are defined 

r - EIIR _ cos(}r-mcos{l[ 
II - Ell/ - cos (}r+mcos()/ ' 

r - fu - cos(}c-mcos(}r 
.L - EJ./ - cos(}/+mcoslJr' 
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(2.21) 

In this situation, 1. and II indicate directions perpendicular and parallel to the 

plane of reflection, which is defined by the directions of the incident and reflected 

waves. The angle of transmission ()T is determined by the generalized Snell's law 

sin()T = sin()[ 1m, and in general is a complex quantity. 

Ell 

Figure 2.3: Geometry for Fresnel Reflection. 

2.2 Scattering by Free Particles 

Although the Mueller matrix: for a particle of arbitrary shape and composition 

may in general contain seven independent elements, for the two cases e."ffiI1l.ined in 

this work, homogeneous spheres and cylinders, the Mueller matrix: takes a simpler 

fOffil. In order to arrive at this simplified form, it is easiest to first determine the 
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amplitude scattering matrix elements Sj, and then convert to the Mueller matrix 

elements Sij via the equations 2.17. 

Consider the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere, as shown in figure 

2.2. Suppressing the outgoing spherical wave factor, and explicity 'writing out the 

relations, equation 2.12 becomes: 

EjIS = S2EjlI + S3E.Ll, 

E.LS = S4EjlI + Sl E.Ll. 
(2.22) 

Calling tIns situation the initial orientation, the scattering of the reflection of the 

incident wave by the sphere, where the scattering plane is the reflection plane, can 

be "ritten: 
E(r) - S E(r) + S E(r) 

liS - 2 III 3.Ll, 

E(r) - S F'.(r) + S E(r) .LS - 4~III 1.Ll· 
(2.23) 

Because of the symmetry of the two orientations, it is clear that Efl'l = EjII, 

EtJ = -E.Ll, Efl1 = EllS, and Et1 = -E.Ls, Equation 2.23 thus becomes: 

EllS = S2EjlI - S3 E.Ll , 

E.LS = -S4EjII + SlE.Ll. 

(2.24) 

CQmparing equations 2.22 and 2.24, which because of the symmetry of the scatterer 

describe the same process, it is clear that S3 = -S3 and S4 = -S.t, and hence 

83 = S'l = O. Since the normally illuminated infinite right circular cylinder has 

the same symmetry with respect to reflection in the scattering plane, by the same 

arguments the off-diagonal elements of its amplitude scattering matri.x are also 

identically zero. Thus, for the sphere the amplitude scattering matri.x can be 

written 

(2.25) 



and using equations 2.17, the Mueller matrix takes the fonn 

Is 

Qs 

Us 

Vs 

o 
S12 S11 0 0 

o 0 S33 S34 

o 0 -S34 S33 

34 

(2.26) 

The geometry for scattering by a normally illuminated infinite right circular cylin

der is shown in figure A.122. The amplitude scattering matrix for tlns case is 

= e' 'I -e' T -( EllS) .;!!. a 'k( -~) ( Tl 
E~s ~kT 0 

and the Mueller matrix is 

o o Is 

Qs 

Us 

Vs 

2 o 0 
~kT o 0 

o 

(2.28) 

Because of the possibility for confusion, it should be not.ed here that the basis 

vectors e~ and ell are defined differently for cylinders. Here, ell is parallel to the 

cylinder axis, and e~ is perpendicular to it. Thus, ell for a sphere and e~ for a 

cylinder point in the same direction. 

In Appendicies A and B, the amplitude scattering matrices, Mueller matri

ces, scattering cross sections, and scattering efficiencies for spheres and normally 

illuminated infinite circular cylinders are defined. Modified versions of the pro

grams found in Bohren and Huffman [4] were used in tIns work to numerically 

calculate the Sij and Tij . The input to these programs consists of the particle 

radius, the wavelength of the illunnnating light, the real part of the index of re

fraction of the medium in wlllch the particle is embedded, and both parts of the 

index of refraction of the particle itself. On a 12 MHz IBM-AT compatible com

puter with a math coprocessor, calculating all of the Mueller matrix elements for 
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a single particle at a single wavelength from 00 to 1800 in 10 increments typically 

took less than 30 seconds. <1 

2.3 Scattering by a Cylinder on a Substrate 

In an attempt to gain an intuitive understanding of the scattering of light by a 

cylinder on a substrate, a simple theory was constructed. Figures 2.4 - 2.18 show 

in a schematic fashion the elements of this model. The intensity measured by 

the detector is due to a sum of several fields; the free scattering solution for the 

cylinder is added to fields which arise from various combinations of reflection by 

the substrate and scattering by the cylinder. It is important to recognize the 

limitations and inherent problems of the sum-of-fields approach. For example, 

the free-scattering solutions used throughout are far-field approximations, in spite 

of the fact that for a nunmer of the individual fields calculated in tIns model 

near-field solutions would be more appropriate. Additionally, in all instances the 

reflections of the various fields are treated as Fresnel reflections. Recall that the 

Fresnel reflection fonnulae are for plane waves impinging on a planar surface. 

vVhile the Fresnel fonnulae are appropriate for calculating the reflection of the 

incident illunlination by the substrate, it would probably be more correct to treat 

the reflection of the cylinder scattering as a reflection of cylindrical wavES. In spite 

of these and other shortcomings, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that under certain 

circumstances this model giVES at least a qualitative description of the scattering. 

The advantage of this simple theory is that the effect of the substrate is treated 

separately, and the computational scheme is relatively straightforward. TIus is 

in contrast to rigorous approaches to the problem of scattering by particles on 

substrates 5, where the particle and substrate are treated simultaneously. 

TIle FORTRAN progranl REFCYL, wInch calculates the scattering using 

4 For a more detailed discussion of these programs and their convergence problems, see I30hren 
and Huffman [4], pages 126-129 and Appedicies A and C. 

5See , for example, Wojcik, et al.[30]. 
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tlns sum-of fields model is listed in Appendix: C, and a sample input file for the 

program is found in Appendix D. The free-cylinder solutions used in REFCY"L were 

calculated \vith a modified version of the cylinder program found in Appendix C of 

Bohren and Huffman [4]. On a 12 MHz IBM-AT compatible computer with a math 

coprocessor, calculating all of the Mueller matrix elements for a single cylinder / 

substrate combination in 0.20 increments took approximately 1 minute. 
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2.3.1 The Fields Scattering 

ffiwnination 

Figure 2.4: Field A. 

TIle first of the fields in this model, which hereafter will be called field A, is 

simply the scattered field of the free fiber, shown schematically in Figure 2.4. The 

differences in path-length (or phase) of all of the other fields in this model are 

calculated with respect to this field, so OA = 0, where 0 is the path-length difference. 

Likewise, the amplitudes of the other fields in this model are normalized with 

respect to field A. By definition, the direction of propagation of the illuminating 

field is 00, and the light is scattered at O. 
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Figure 2.5: Field B. 

illumination 
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Field B, the reflected scattered field, is shown schematically in Figure 2.5. 

As with all of the rest of the fields in this model, the reflections are calculated using 

the Fresnel equations for the reflection of light obliquely incident on a plane bound

ary. These are equations 2.21, and the pertinent angles are defined in figure 2.3. 

The light is scattered at angle ¢ - 'Y, where 'Y is the tilt angle of the substrate and 

r/J = 7r - B - ,. The reflection is at angle r/J. For field B, bB = 2acosr/J, where a is 

the cylinder radius. 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.6: Field C. 

Field C is the scattered reflected field, and is shown in Figure 2.6. The 

light is reflected at " and then scattered at ¢ - ,. For field C, Oc = 2a cos ,. In 

the geometrical limit, when the ilhunination is nonnal to the substrate, as shown 

in Figure 2.7, the cylinder "shadows" the substrate, and field C is zero. As the 

substrate is tilted, more and more of the cylinder is illuminated by the reflected 

light. In this model, this shadowing effect is accounted for by calculating the ratio 

of the shaded area in Figure 2.8 to the total cross section of the cylinder. To 

determine the chord which defines the shaded area, an illuminating ray is drawn 

tangent to the exterior of the cylinder and then specularly reflected, as shown in 

Figure 2.8. 



! ~\~-----------
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Figure 2.7: Shadowing of substrate at nonnal illumination. 

Figure 2.8: Geometric calculation of shadowing effect. 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.9: Field D. 

The reflected scattered reflected (HER) field, field D, is shown in Figure 2.9. 

The illumination is reflected from the substrate at I, scattered at (), and reflected 

again at ¢. For field D, bD = 2a(cos¢ + cos I)' Field D is also attenuated by the 

shadowing of the substrate by the cylinder. 
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III umination 

Figure 2.10: Field E. 

Field E, the scattered reflected scattered (SRS) field, is shown in Fig

ure 2.10. The illumination is scattered at " reflected at 00, and scattered again 

at cP. For this field, OE = 2a. Three factors, two from the rigorous scattering 

theory for free cylinders and the other computed using geometric arguments go, 

into calculating the nonnalization of field E. First, the scattering efficiency Qsca 

of the free cylinder must be included. Recalling that Qsca is defined as the ratio 

of the scattering cross-section to the geometric cross-section, it is interesting to 

note that in some of the cases considered in this work Qsca was on the order of 4, 

which is a significant factor indeed. A Qjca was calculated for both ~I and E.L, 

which are the fields parallel to and perpendicular to the scattering plane, respec

tively. Second, the effect of the 2/7rkr factor in Equation 2.28 must be included 

in calculating the strength of the reflected scattered field which reilluminates the 

cylinder. Note that in Equation 2.28 this factor is for scattered intensities. Thus, 

when the fields are computed, the actual factor involved is J2/7rk2a, where a is 
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the radius of the cylinder. Third, some account must be made of the fact t,hat not 

only does the light scattered directly into the substrate reilluminate the cylinder 

upon reflection, but so does light scattered at near normal angles. This effect was 

incorporated into the normalization of Field E by a simple geometric calculation, 

shmvn schematically in Figure 2.11. In this model, it was assumed that any light 

scattered at an angle less than;3, !3 being measured with respect to the normal to 

the substrate, ".uuld reilluminate the cylinder. ;3 was set equal to 30° , which is 

the grazing angle for a ray drawn from the point of contact. To quantify this ef

fect, the total intensity of the light scattered from -;3 to !3 was summed, and then 

divided by the total intensity of the ligllt scattered into all angles. Tins calculation 

was perfOlmed separately for Ell and E.L. Thus, the intensity of the reflected field 

wInch reilluminates the cylinder, calculated separately for Ell and E.L, is Qsca times 

J2/7fk2a times the geometric factor. The phases of these two fields were taken to 

be the phases of the fields scattered directly into the substrate. On several counts, 

field E and the related fields discussed below are the most poorly accounted for 

fields in this model. Tile largest problem is probably the fact that the free cylinder 

scattered fields used in this calculation are far-field approximations. Clearly, since 

8 E = 2a, it is unlikely that tIns approach will yield an accurate value for field E 

and related fields. In fact, as will be shown below, it is only for systems for wInch 

field E and the related fields are negligible that this simple model gives reasonable 

results. 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.11: Geometric factor in the nonnalization of field E. 
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Figure 2.12: Field F. 

The RSRS field, field F, is shown in Figure 2.12. For field F, DF = 2a(1 + 
cos ¢). The light is scattered at " reflected at 00, scattered at () + " and finally, 

reflected at ¢. The nonnalization used for field E is also used for field F. 
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Figure 2.13: Field G. 

Field G is the SRSR field, and is shown schematically in Figure 2.13. 

The illumination is reflected at " scattered at () + 1>, reflected at 00, and finally, 

scattered at 1>. Both the shadowing factor used in the calculation of field C and 

the nonnalization used for field E are included in the calculation of field G. For 

field G, 80 = 2a(1 +cos,). 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.14: Field H. 

The RSRSR field is field H, and is shown in Figure 2.14. For this field, 

bH = 2a(1 + cos ¢ +cos,). The incident light is reflected at " scattered at B + ¢, 

reflected at 00, scattered at B +" and finally, reflected at ¢. Like field G, the 

nonnalization used for field E and the shadowing factor used for field C are used 

in the calculation of field H. 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.15: Field 1. 

Field I is the SRERE field, and is shown in Figure 2.15. The illumination 

is scattered at " reflected at 00, scattered at 180", reflected again at 00, and 

finally, scattered at cP. For field I, D[ = 4a. The nonnalization factor for this 

field is calculated in a fashion similar to the one for field E. In this case, however, 

because the cylinder is reilluminated twice by reflected scattered light, each of the 

three factors which contributes to the nonnalization of field E appears twice in the 

normalization of field 1. 
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Scattering 

Ilhunina.tion 

Figure 2.16: Field J. 

The RSRSHS field is field J, and is shown in Figure 2.16. The incident 

light is scattered at " reflected a.t 00, scattered at 1800, reflected a.t 00, scattered at 

B+" and finally, reflected at ¢. For field J, OJ = 2a(2+cos¢). The normalization 

factor used for field I is also used for field J. 
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III umination 

Figure 2.17: Field K. 

Field K is the SRSRSR field, and is shown in Figure 2.17. The illumination 

is reflected at [, scattered at () + </>, reflected at 00, scattered at 180°, reflected at 

00, and finally, scattered at </>. For this field, 8 K = 2a( 2 + cos [). The shadow 

factor computed for field C and the normalization factor for field I are both used 

in the calculation of field K. 
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Illumination 

Figure 2.18: Field L. 

The RSRSRSR field is field L, and is shown in Figure 2.18. For field L, 

8L = 2a(2 + cos </> + cos ,). The incident light is reflected at " scattered at () + ¢, 

reflected at 00, scattered at 1800, reflected at 00, scattered at () +" and finally, 

reflected at </>. The shadow factor computed for field C and the normalization 

factor for field I are both used in the calculation of this field. 

2.3.2 Higher Order Fields 

In order to detennine how many fields should be calculated and included in the 

model, it is useful to compare the relative 811 signals of the various fields for repre

sentative cases. For illumination normal to the substrate, the individual 811 signals 

from all of the non-zero fields for a quartz fiber on an ahuninum substrate are plot

ted in Figures 2.19 and 2.20. In Figures 2.21 and 2.22 the individual 811 signals for 

the same fiber / substrate combination with oblique (45° from the normal) illumi

nation are plotted. In both cases, ,,\ = 1O.64j.LII1, a = 13.04j.LII1, N Fiber = 2.02+iO.05, 

and NSubstrate = 27.9 + i94.2. The detenninations of these values are discussed in 

Chapter 3. An aluminum substrate was chosen for these comparisons because the 
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high reflectivity of a metallic substrate gives rise to relatively large values for the 

fields B - L. That is, if all the fields which are of nOlmegligible strength in the 

case of the metallic substrate are included in the model, then certainly it is safe to 

ignore any higher order fields for cases involving an insulating substrate. 

As shown in Figures 2.19 and 2.20, the Sll signals due to fields C, D, G, 

H, K, and L do not appear because the shadowing effect described in the previous 

section completely attenuates these fields when the ilhunination is normal. Recall 

that the fields E and F result from one initial scattering nonnal to the substrate, 

reflection, and subsequent rescattering by the fiber. Note that the Sll signals for 

the fields I and J, which arise from two initial combinations of scattering, reflection, 

and rescattering, are too small to show up on these plots, and thus are negligible. 

It is clear then that the ne)..i; order of fields of this type, in other words the t"u 

fields involving three initial scattering, reflection, and rescattering combinations, 

and thus all higher orders, may be safely ignored. 

All of the non-negligible Su signals for the case of oblique incidence illu

mination are plotted in Figures 2.21 and 2.22. Note that the Sll signals for fields 

G and H (which result from an initial reflection, followed by one combination 

of scattering nomlal to the substrate, reflection, and rescattering) are not large 

enough to show up on these plots. As argued above, the higher orders of fields of 

this type, those involving an initial reflection followed by multiple combinations of 

scattering, reflection, and rescattering, may be dismissed. 
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2.4 Scattering by a Sphere on a Substrate 

The stun-of-fields model developed for spheres on substrates is a straight forward 

adaptation of the theory for cylinders on substrates discussed in Section 2.3. Essen

tially, the free-cylinder scattering solutions were replaced by free-sphere scattering 

solutions. Other than the substitution of the Sij (~'lueller matrix elements for free 

spheres) for the Tij (Mueller matri.x elements for cylinders), only the calculations 

of Qsca and of the distance attenuation factor used in fields E - L needed to be 

changed. For spheres, there is only one Qsca, instead of two, as is the case for 

cylinders. For Fields E - L, the distance attenuation factor for spheres is v1jk2r2, 
instead of v2/,rrkr, which is the value for cylinders. 

The FORTRAN program REFMIE, which calculates the scattering using 

this sum-of-fields model is found in Appendix E, and a sample input file for the 

program is found in Appendix F. The free-sphere solutions used in REFrvilE were 

calculated with a modified version of the sphere program found in Appendix A 

of Bohren and Huffman [4]. On a 12 MHz IBM-AT compatible computer ,vith a 

math coprocessor, calculating all the Mueller matri.x elements for a single sphere 

j substrate combination in 0.10 increments took approximately 2 minutes. 

Unlike the cylinder j substrate systems examined in the last Section, there 

are data and theoretical calculations in the literature for spheres on substrates 

suitable for comparison to the sum-of-fields model developed in tIllS work. In 

19S7, vVojcik et a/.[30] reported on scattering by latex spheres on silicon, normally 

illtuninated by a 632SA HeNe laser. The signal measured corresponds to the IJ. 

signal in tIllS work. Six sphere sizes, ranging from 0.54 to 1.25pm were studied. 

Figures 2.23 and 2.24 show the results for the 0.54 and 1. 25pm spheres, respectively. 

The data are shown as boxes connected by a solid curve. The dotted curves are 

fullte-difierence calculations performed by vVojcik et a/.. Each calculation required 

approximately 60 minutes on a Cray 2. Also shown in the figures as solid curves 

are the corresponding results from the sum-of-fields model developed in tllls work. 
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Note that REFrvIIE matched the data and Cray 2 calculations for the smaller 

sphere fairly well, and poorly for the larger sphere. For the intermediate-size 

spheres reported on by Wojcik, et al. , the performance of REF:NIIE was consistent 

,vith the results shmvTI in the two figures below; the smaller sizes were handled 

fairly well, while the sum-of-fields calculations for the larger sizes did not match 

either the Cray 2 calculations or the data. It is interesting to note, however, that 

the Cray 2 calculations are quite successful for the smaller sphere, as shmvTI in 

Figure 2.23, yet Figure 2.24 shows that they do not completely match the data for 

the larger sphere. TIlese two examples are indicative of the success of the theory 

of v\ojci~ et al. for the intermediate-size spheres; the scattering by the smaller 

spheres was successfully modelled, while the data for the larger spheres was not 

properly matched by their calculations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Experiment 

3.1 Description of the Instrunlent 

The instrument built for and used in this work is a wavelength-tunable infrared 

polarization-modulated angular-scanning nephelometer, shown in schematic form 

in Figure 3.25. Its design is closely based on that of an instrument built by Hunt 

and Huffman[8] , which operates in the visible. The photo elastic modulator is 

the key element of tIns type of nephelometer, and in principle it is possible to 

determine the angular scattering patterns of all 16 of the Mueller matrL,{ elements. 1 

However, because of the symmetry of the scattering systems studied, as discussed 

in Section 2.2, only the elements S11, S12, S33, and S34 are nonzero. SH and 

S34, which are theoretically zero for all of the systems studied in tIns work, were 

always measured as a check on the experiment. The initial polarization state of 

the laser, which for the other measurements is normal to the scattering plane, and 

the photo elastic modulator must both be rotated about the a~s of the beam by 

45°to measure S33. Consequently, either a transmission linear polarizer capable 

of handling 4 watts of continous power is required, or the laser head itself must 

be rotated along with the modulator. Because such a polarizer was not available, 

and because it was not practical to rotate the laser and modulator, S33 ,vas not 

measured in this work. Although it is not a Mueller matrix element, IJ. was 

measured for all of the systems studied. 

lSee Bohren and Huffman[4]' pages 414-419, and Hunt[9), pages 75-79, for discussions of the 
experimental determination of the complete Mueller matrix. 
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Figure 3.25: Infrared polarization-modulated angular-scanning nephelometer. 

A Laakm.ann Model RF-22 rf-excited tunable-wavelength CO2 laser is used 

as a light source in tins instrument. Useable lines are fOlmd in the 9R branch from 

9.22 to 9.30pm, in the 9P branch from 9.44 to 9.64pm, in the lOR branch from 

10.08 to 1O.32pm, and in the lOP branch from 10.44 to 1O.76pm. The power of the 

laser varied between 1 and 3 watts, depending on the line. The laser is cooled and 

kept at a constant temperature by a Neslab Model RTE-220A refrigerated bath / 

circulator. This wlit has a rated temperature stability of ±O.01°C. 

The scattering plane in thls instrument is three inches above the surface 

of the table. A goniometer is marked on the table, with the direction of the 

illuminating laser defined as 00, and the back scattering direction as 1SO°. After 

leaving the laser, the light first passes through a Hinds International PEM-SO 

Model ZS2 photo elastic modulator, follmved by a Stanford Research Systems Model 

SR540 mechanical chopper. The photo elastic modulator, whlch oscillates at 31 
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kHz, is set to a retardance of 138°.2 The sync signal generated by the modulator 

is used as the reference input for a Princton Applied Research Model 5207 lock

in amplifier. The chopper is set to a value near 1420 Hz, and the sync signal it 

gernerates is used as a reference input for a Princton Applied Research Model HR

Slock-in amplifier. Because the illumination is both chopped and modulated, the 

un-normalized 811 signal and the normalized polarization signal of interest (812 , 81-1, 

or 834 ) can be measured simultaneously. vVith a setting of 1420 Hz, the chopper 

transmits pulses of light 0.352 milliseconds in duration, and during each pulse the 

modulator undergoes 10.9 full cycles of oscillation. The net polarization of the 

illuminating beam is averaged out when the detector signal is sampled at 1420 

Hz, and thus the un-normalized 811 scattering signal is measured by the chopper

referenced lock-in. Conversely, since the chopping frequency is much lower than 

the modulation frequency, the only effect of the chopper on the modulated signal 

is an intensity attenuation of 50% . Both lock-in amplifiers have an output range 

of 0 - 10 volts. 

Although the infrared laser was designed to operate in the TEMoo mode, 

other modes appear when the temperature drifts from its optimum value or the 

wavelength is not properly set. Figure 3.26 shows schematically the cross sections 

and polarizations of all the observed modes.3 Besides being generally lower in in

tensity, operation of the laser in a mode other than the TEMoo raises the possibility 

that the light illuminating the particle is in the wrong polarization state. The t'\\'O 

pinholes, shown in Figure 3.25, were installed to reduce tIlls problem. vVhen the 

laser is in the TEMuo mode, the beam spot sizes at the positions of the pinholes 

are approximately 1 mm in diameter. For the other modes they are larger; ap

proximately 3 mm in diameter in the cases of the TEMlO and TEMo1 modes. The 

pinholes are ~ 1.5 mm in diameter, and when the laser operates in the TE~v1oo 

mode, the beam passes through the pinholes unattenuated. If the laser is in the 

2ibid. 
3See ivlilonni and Eberly,[17]' pp 502 - 508, for a discussion of higher order Gaussian modes 

in lasers. 
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Figure 3.26: Polarization patterns for Gaussian modes. 

TEMlO or TEMol mode, for the most part the two spots fall on either side of the 

pinhole. Consequently, the signal is very small, and the laser must be readjusted to 

the TEMoo mode before data can be taken. If the laser is in the TEM20 or TE:W102 

mode, light from the central spot does pass through the pinholes. However, since 

the polarization states of the central spots of these two modes are the same as 

that of the TEMoo mode, there should be no problem with using the laser in these 

modes, provided that the intensity is high enough. 

At the center of the apparatus, mounted vertically over the optical axis, is 

a microscope x - y translation stage which has been modified to hold substrates in 

the vertical position. Use of the stage allows a particle anywhere on the substrate 

to be brought under the illuminating beam. The mounting for the stage includes 

mechanisms for the rotational adjustment of the orientation of the stage about 

two axes. The two axes are parallel to the scattering plane and perpendicular to 

each other. This adjustability allows the substrate and the fiber each to be made 
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Figure 3.27: Quartz fiber mOllllted on an ahuninized microscope slide. 
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perfectly perpendicular with respect to the scattering plane. For the free fiber and 

fiber-on-substrate measurements, the fibers were mOllllted on specially prepared 

microscope slides, as shown in Figure 3.27. Part of the middle portion of the slide 

was cut out with a diamond saw, and then the bottom portion of the slide was 

ahuninized in an evaporator. Once the substrate and the fiber are properly aligned, 

it is easy to go from free-fiber scattering to scattering by the fiber on aluminum 

simply by translating the stage in the vertical direction. For the fiber-on-NaCl 

and fiber-on-LiF measurements, the fibers were secured to an NaCl or LiF window 

and the window was mOllllted on the stage. The spheres were selected using a 

low power binocular microscope, picked up individually with a quartz fiber, and 

placed on the substrate, which was variously an aluminized microscope slide, an 

NaCl window, or a LiF ·window. The window was then mOllllted on the stage . 

. As shown in Figure 3.25, the detector is mOllllted on an arm which is 

connected to a shaft that is the optical a"Cis of the instrument. An a.c. electric 
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motor rotates the shaft at a constant speed via a simple gear mechanism. Scanning 

from 20 to 1500 takes approximately 90 seconds. A finely wound circular poten

tiometer is mOllllted to the shaft below the table, with the wiper mOllllted in a 

fixed position on the llllderside of the table. A potential of 14 volts is maintained 

accoss the potentiometer by a d.c. pmver supply, and the computer meastrres the 

angle of the detector by reading the voltage of the wiper. The instrument control 

program ODSCAN, ftrrther discussed below, has an angular calibration mode. In 

tills mode, the operator sets the detector arm to a specific angle, reads the angle 

from the goniometer marked on the table, and enters the value on the keyboard. 

The system then reads the voltage from the wiper and stores this value as a data 

pair with the keyboard entry. TIus procedtrre is repeated lllltil a sufficient number 

of data points (roughly 20) has been tal\:en. The program then performs a least 

squares fit of the data to determine the slope and intercept for converting wiper 

voltage into angle. The resolution of this angular position sensing circuit is ~0.1 0 
• 

TIle detector and detector preamplifier used in this work were made by 

Infrared Associates. The detector, a Model IR-1520, has a mecury cadmitull tel

ltrride element in a liquid nitrogen dewar with an IRI'-2 window. It has a field of 

view of 100
, an active area of 0.0252 cm2, and is sensitive to radiation from approx

imately 5 to 13tLm in wavelength. The detector preamplifier is a Model PPA-l5-l. 

It has a rated bandwidth of 10 Hz to 1 MHz, and a nominal gain of 800. As a 

precaution against noise, a rechargeable 12 volt battery powers the preamp. For 

the fiber meastrrements, the detector was set at 13.8 cm from the fiber, and with 

the detector at this distance, the calculated angular resolution of the instrument 

is 0.100. For the sphere meastrrements, the detector distance was 4.0 cm, and the 

calculated angular resolution is 0.360
• 

Data acquisition is performed by an 1. B. M. XT-compatible computer with 

an AID board built specifically for this study by Creative Advanced Technologies. 

The board has 12 bit resolution, 8 inputs, and is configtrred to accept input voltages 

in the range of 0 - 10 volts. \Vith properly optimized sofbvare, tIllS system is 



capable of sampling at 80 KHz. The controlling program IRCON is written in 

BASIC, and besides the angular calibration function discussed above, has a fi.'{ed

angle scattering measurement mode and an angle-scanning scattering measurement 

mode. In the fi.'{ed-angle, or static, mode, the computer reads, computes, and 

displays in a continuous loop the signal intensity (on a scale of 0- 10 volts), the 

normalized polarization (on a nominal scale of -1.0 to 1.0), and the scattering angle. 

In the angle-scanning mode, 100 evenly spaced measurements of the intensity and 

polarization signals are made of the angular region of interest. Two files of data 

pairs are created by the program follmving each data-collection nm. In both files, 

the first element of each data pair is the angle. One file contains the scattering 

intensity signal from the chopper-referenced lock-in for each angle, .stored as a 

value between a and 10 volts. The other file contains the normalized polarization 

of the scattering signal for each angle. The normalization is accomplished by 

dividing the output from the modulator-referenced lock-in by the output of the 

chopper-referenced lock-in. 

To aid in adjusting the orientations of the scattering samples, a helium

neon laser is positioned so that the beam is in the scattering plane and coincident 

with the infrared laser at the point of the particle. The two beams are rotated in 

the scattering plane by 180 ,vith respect to each other, as shown in Figure 3.25. 

The laser used is a Particle Measuring Systems Model LHGR-OlOOM, which oper

ates at 543.5 run and has a rated output power of 0.75 mW. For the measurements 

of fibers, both free and on substrates, the sample was aligned by projecting the 

visible-scattering pattern onto a moveable screen ,vith a rectangular grid on it. The 

orientation of the stage was then adjusted until the scattering pattern was three 

inches above the table throughout the angular region of interest. TIle illumination 

angle, ,vith respect to the substrate, was adjusted by rotating the stage about the 

optical a"Cis of the instnllllent until the specular reflection of the visible beam from 

the substrate was at the desired angle. For the normal incidence measurements, 

the specular angle was 1620
, and for the oblique incidence measurements (infrared 
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illumination at 45° from the normal) it was 72°. Using this method of sample align

ment, the estimated lIDcertainty is 0.2° in both the angular and vertical alignment 

of the substrate. 

Discussions of the intrumental configurations needed for determination of 

the complete Mueller matrix can be fOlIDd in Bohren and Huffman[4] and HlIDt[9]. 

To measure S12, the the modulator-referenced lock-in is set to 2w, where w is the 

modulation frequency. The polarization of the illuminating laser is perpendicular 

with respect to the scattering plane, and the optical axes of the modulator are 

oriented at 45° with respect to the scattering plane. The bare detector looks 

directly at the scatterer, without a final filter in front of the detector.4 For each 

angle, the signal from the modulator-referenced lock-in is normalized by dividing it 

by the signal from the chopper-referenced lock-in. The configuration for measuring 

S14 is the same as that for measuring S12, except that the modulator-referenced 

lock-in is set to w. The configuration for measuring S34 is the same as that for 

measuring S14, except that a linear polarizer oriented at 45° with respect to the 

scattering plane is used as a final filter. The lID-normalized Sl1 signal, \vhich is 

simply the output of the chopper-referenced lock-in, is obtained simultaneously 

when S12, S14, or S3.1 is measured. The lID-normalized 1.1. signal is the output of 

the chopper-referenced lock-in with the modulator off and no final filter. The S12, 

S14, and S34 signals obtained in the fashions described above are not normalized to 

1; differences in the performance of the two lock-ins, and differences in the response 

of the detector and preamp at different frequencies, resulted in measured-ma'Cinrum 

polillizations of about 40% . To detemnne this scaling factor precisely, wInch is 

necessary to compare the data to calculations, and at the sanle time to detemline 

the exact value of the modulator retardillIce for the wavelength in use, the system is 

configured to measure the S12 signal of a free fiber, with the modulator retardance 

set to illl estimated value. vVith the instflllllent control program fllll11ing in the 

"Depending upon the matrix element being measured, the final filter can be nonexistent, as 
ill the case of S12, a linear polarizer, or a linear polarizer in combination with a quarter-wave 
plate. See Bohren and Huffman[4]' pg. 415, for a complete table. 
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static mode, the forward scattering direction (~20 - 50°) is searched tllltil an angle 

is fOtllld where the 811 signal is large and the 812 signal is as close to zero as possible. 

At such an angle, the scattered ligllt has enough power in both the horizontal and 

vertical polarization states to make any residual instrumental offset negligible. 

vVhen a linear polarizer is placed in front of the dectector and the orientation is 

altelnated between horizontal and vertical, the nonnalized 812 signal alternates 

between a positive and negative vaule. TIle modulator retardance is then adjusted 

until these values have the sanle absolute magnitude. vVhen this condition is 

achieved, the modulator is at the proper retardance for the wavelength in use, and 

the absolute magnitude of the 812 is the scaling factor. It is important to note that 

this procedure does not rely on the 812 signal being exactly zero; b~use the 812 

signal is automatically nonnalized to the 811 signal, the only requirement is that 

the power content of the two polarization directions be individually large enough 

so that any residual instrumental offset is negligible. 

Figures 3.28 through 3.31 below show the results of two consecutive scans 

for each matrix element. All measurements were made twice and compared to 

insure that the laser ouput had remained stable during the run. Laser power fluc

tuations were one of the biggest problems encountered in tlns work. As the project 

progressed, the laser, purchased in 1982 for another experiment, suffered the effects 

of aging more and more. There has been an overall loss of power in the course of 

tIns work, from about 3 watts on the stronger lines to roughly 1 watt at present. 

The scales of the 811 and I..L are arbitrary; as discussed below in 8ection 4.1, the 

free-scattering intensity measurements are compared free-scattering calculations in 

order to detelmine the nonnalization of the fiber / substrate measurements. TIle 

polarization signals 812 and 834 are fairly insensitive to small power fluctuations, 

due to the fact that they are nonnalized signals. 
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Although the entire ~!Iueller matrix was not measured in this \vork, two 

of the theoretically zero elements, S14 and S31, were measured for all systems. 

Such measurements provide a good check on the experiment, especially on the 

alignment of the scatterer with respect to the scattering plane. Bell[l] calculates 

the measurement errors resulting from a 1° misalignment of a fiber with respect 

to the optical a...a.s. For example, such a misalignment can result in a 3% error 

in amplitude of the S34 signal, and an S23 signal, which should be zero, with an 

anlplitude as large as 3% of the amplitude of the S33 signal. It is important to 

note that \vith an instnunent of tIns design, S11, S12, and S14 are all pure matrix 

elements, which means, for example, that when the instnunent is configured to 

measure S12, only that signal is seen by the modulator-referenced lock-in, and 

the signal seen by the chopper-referenced lock-in is a pure S11 signal. S3.1 and 

S31, on the other hand, are mixed matri.'{ elements. This means, for example, 

that when the instnunent is configured to measure S34, the signal actually seen 

by the chopper-referenced lock-in is S11 + S31, and the signal actually seen by 

the modulator- referenced lock-in is S34 + S14.5 The magnitude of S14 can easily 

be judged by directly comparing it to S12, as shown, for example, in Figure 3.32 

below. The S14 signal is shown by the crosses, and the S12 data are represented by 

plusses. The magnitude of the S31 signal, on the other hand, can best be seen by 

comparing the Sl1 signal obtained when S12 or S14 is measured to the Sll + S13 

signal obtained when the S34 signal is measured. Such a comparison is shown 

below in Figure 3.33, where the S11 data are shown as plusses, and the S11 + S13 

data as crosses. Comparing Figures 3.32 and 3.33, note that the S14 signal, which 

should be zero, has its ma...a.urum values wherever S11 has minimum values. TIlese 

departures from zero are interpreted as being due to residual offsets in the lock-in 

amplifiers. TIle Sll + S31 is always smaller in amplitude than the pure Sl1 signal 

because the linear polarizer used as a final filter in S34 measurements attenuates 

the signal. For the sake of comparison, the S11 + S31 data are arbitrarily scaled 

5See Bohren and Huffman[4]' pg. 414-419 for a discussion of which matrix elements are pure 
and which are mixed. 
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with respect to the pure Sl1 data so that the first scattering peaks match in height. 
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The S11 signal for a bare substrate, represented by crosses, is compared 

to the S11 signal for a fiber on a substrate, shown as plusses, in Figure 3.34. 

Figure 3.35 shows the same comparison for a sphere on a substrate. For all the 

cylinder / substrate measurements, scattering by the substrate was negligible. 

Although the substrate scattering was relatively higher for the sphere / substrate 

measurements, as shown in Figure 3.35, it was possible to obtain reliable data for 

nearly all of the systems of interest. The sphere / substrate data are represented 

as plusses, and the bare-substrate data by crosses. As noted below in Section 4.2. 

it \vas not possible to obtain satisfactory measurements for an insulating sphere 

on an insulating substrate with normally incident ilhunination. 
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The geometry for the free-fiber scattering measurements is shown schemat

ically in Figure 3.36. For the free-fiber measurements, the data were taken from 

200to l.jO°. Because of the intensity of the fonvard-scattering lobe, and hence 

the possibility of inadvertently exposing the dectector to the direct beam, mea

surements were not made below 200. The presence of the optical rail limited the 

angular range of the detector in the back-scattering direction to 150°. 

Angular Region Scanned 

Illumination 0° ~----------------~l~;~--------------------

Fiber 

Figure 3.36: Apparatus configuration for free-fiber scattering. 
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A diagram of the geometry for the nonnal-incidence-scattering measure

ments is shown in Figure 3.37. For the fiber / substrate measurements, the angular 

range was goo to 1500. Because the detector was much closer to the optical axis 

for the sphere / substrate measurements, the presence of the optical rail limited 

the upper end of the angular range to goo to 1400 for these measurements. 

Angular Region Scanned 

Illumination 
0° ~-----------------

Figure 3.37: Apparatus configuration for normal-incidence scattering. 
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Figure 3.38 shows the geometry for the oblique incidence scattering mea-

surements. For both the fiber / substrate measurements and the sphere / substrate 

measurements, the angular range was 45 0 to sao. Because of the possibility of 

damaging the detector by e.."'qJOSing it to the specular beam, the upper end of the 

angular range was limited to SOC. 

Particle 

/ 
0° <l- - - - - - - - - __ _ Illumination 

Figure 3.38: Apparatus configuration for oblique-incidence scattering. 
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3.2 Determination of the Wavelength 

A diagram of the e}..-perimental setup used to calibrate the micrometer which con

trols the laser ,vaveleng,th is shown in Figure 3.39. A Bausch & Lomb reflection 

grating (80 grooves / mm) is normally ilhullinated by the laser. To insure that 

grating is nonnal to the beam, for each micrometer setting the angle of the first 

diffraction ma..x:imlUll is measured on both sides of the illtllninating laser. vVl1en 

properly aligned, the two angles thus measured typically agree to within 0.20, which 

is reasonable as the resolution of the sensing system which determines the detector 

angle is ~ 0.10
• The data and a least-squares fit are plotted in Figure 3.40. The 

calibration for the wavelength thus determined is 

... \ = -0.11138 + 10.766, 

where the wavelength), is in /-lm, and the micrometer setting 8 is in tenths of an 

inch. The standard deviations of the slope and the intercept of the fit are 0.0008 

and 0.006, respectively. Using tIns calibration, the wavelength of the laser can be 

specified to witInn ~ ± O.01/-lm. 
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3.3 Determination of the Optical Constants 

The infrared optical constants used in modelling the data come mostly from collec

tions by Palik [21],[22]. The values used are in Table3.3 at the end of this Section. 

For two materials, bronze and silicon dioxide, the optical constants had to be de

temnned as part of tIns work. The bronze used in making the spheres was 89% 

copper / 11% tin, and optical constants for tIllS alloy, or indeed for any bronze 

in the infrared, could not be found in the literature. Weighted averages of the 

copper and tin optical constants were used as estimates for the bronze. As shO'wn 

in Figures 3.41 and 3.42, the free-scattering calculations were not particularly_sp-u

sitive to variations in the optical constants. Figure 3.41 shows the calculated free 

scattering for a bronze sphere with a radius of 35,um, illuminated by light with a 

wavelength of 10. 64,um. The solid curve shows the calculation for the estimated 

optical constants n = 11.21, and k = 56.35; and the two dotted curves show cal

culations for the same value of k and values of n = 12.10 and n = 10.32. These 

values correspond to an n for pure copper and an estimated n for an alloy with 

twice as much tin as was in the actual alloy, respectively. Figure 3.42 shows a 

similar comparison for values of k of 49.50, 56.35, and 63.2. For the calculations 

shmvn in Figure 3.42, n is fL"Ced at the estimated value. 

Figures 3.41 and 3.42 show that small variations in the optical constants do 

not substantially affect the scattering of highly absorbing bodies. In the case of an 

insulating body, however, the scattering is quite sensitive to changes in the optical 

constants. Unfortunately, as shown by two examples from the literature[21]'[24] 

in Figure 3.43 below, the agreement among various published values is not very 

good in the region of interest. What complicates the problem of determining the 

optical constants for Si02 is the fact that they depend upon the morphology of 

the material; the optical constants of crystalline Si02 are different from those of 

the amorphous phase. In the process of drawing the fibers, discussed below in 

Section 3.4, the Si02 is heated until it becomes molten, and then it is cooled. It is 
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impossible to say what the degree of crystallinity is after this happens. Using the 

free fiber scattering data, however, it is possible to determine the optical constants 

quite precisely. By iteratively adjusting the optical constants, computing the the

oretical scattering patterns and comparing them to the data, the optical constants 

can be determined to a sufficient accuracy. Figures 3.44 through 3.47 show such 

comparisons for Fiber 18. TIle discrepancies between theory and experiment for 

the two intensity signals, Sl1 and 1.1, in the middle of the scan were consistent 

artifacts in all the data sets taken, and can be attributed to the fact that the table 

is not completely flat. TIlls resulted in the detector dipping slightly out of the 

scattering plane during the middle portion of the each scan. Note, however, that 

the polarization signals S12 and S34 are not affected by tIllS problem. For all of the 

materials except bronze and Si02, the values in Table 3.3 are either quoted from 

Palik [21],[22] or are linear interpolations bev,1;een quoted values. Since Palik does 

not give an uncertainty for IllS values, for these entries in Table 3.3, it is assumed 

that the uncertainty is ± 1 unit of the least significant figure quoted. The estimated 

uncertainty for the Si02 optical constants determined in tIllS ,vork is :::::: ±O.O1 for 

both nand k. TIle estinlated optical constants for the bronze spheres may be quite 

inaccurate; however, as discussed above, large variations in the optical constants 

of lllghly absorbing spheres do not significantly alter the light scattering. 
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lVIaterial 9.27pm lO.64pm 
n k n k 

Silicon Dioxide 2.15 2.38 2.02 5.0·1O-'l 
MgO 1.37 9.0.10-4 1.21 3.73.10-3 

Copper 9.1 55.2 12.10 63.2 
Tin 4') .... 0.8 4.0 0.93 

Bronze 8.56 49.04 11.21 56.35 
,Aluminum 22.4 84.5 27.9 94.2 

Sodium Cbloride 1.4996 2.0.10-8 1.4902 8.0.10-8 

Lithium Fluoride 1.15 2.5.10-3 1.05 7.7.10-3 

Table 3.1: Optical Omstants in the Infrared. 
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3.4 Fiber Characterization 

The method for making the silica fibers is fotllld in Strong. [25] The middle of a 

quartz rod is heated in a hydrogen-oxygen flame. vVhen the rod softens, the t\VO 

ends are quicldy pulled apart, leaving an extremely thin middle section. TIus is 

broken in the nuddle, and one of the tllin, tapering tails is heated and bent at 90° 

to the rod. tlus tail is then placed in a long, relatively cool, vertical flame. Both the 

tail and the flame point upwards. vVhen the silica tail begins to melt, it is bIO\\TI 

upwards, trailing as much as several meters of fiber. These fibers vary in diameter 

from less than a micron to over 100 nllcrons, and can be uniform in diameter 

over several cetimeters of length. Characterizing a fiber entails deteonining two 

tlungs; rotllldness of the fiber, and its radius. Checking for rotllldness is relatively 

straighforward. Scans of the free fiber are made using different orientations of the 

supporting substrate. If the scans agree, then it may be assumed that the fiber 

is rotllld. An example of two scans of Fiber 18, one with the substrate at 0° \vith 

respect to the illtlllllnating laser and one with the substrate at 15°, are sho\\TI in 

Figure 3.48. As discussed above in Section 3.3, the slight disagreements in peal( 

amplitudes at the lugher scattering angles is due to variations in detector height. 

The important tlling is that the phases agree. Determining the radius is best 

done by comparing the free-fiber scattering pattern produced by a visible laser 

to calculations, and iteratively adjusting the radius in the calculation tllltil the 

fit is satisfactory. Such an approach is made reliable by the fact that the optical 

constants for Si02 are very well known in the visible. For tlus measurement, the 

visible nephelometer built by Hunt and Huffman [8] was used. Figure 3.49 shows 

such a comparison for the scattering of Fiber 20 when illtmlinated by a helium

neon laser operating at 0.6328,um. At tIus wavelength, the optical constants are 

n = 1.45705 and k ~ 0.[21] Note that although there is good agreement between 

the measured and predicted phases over a large angluar region, there are large 

disagreements on the amplitudes. TIus is interpreted as evidence of the fiber 
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being very slightly out of round. Although such a small degree of imperfection 

is not noticeable in the infrared, as shown in Figures 3.46 and 3.47, decreasing 

the wavelength by roughly a factor of 20 makes such a deviation quite evident. 

In spite of these mismatches in peak amplitudes, this method of determining the 

radius proved quite reliable. The estimated error for this method of sizing large 

fibers is ~ ±O.01J-lm. Table 3.4 summarizes the results of these determinations for 

the two fibers used in this work. 

Fiber Radius (J-lm) 
Fiber 18 13.04 
Fiber 20 13.60 

Table 3.2: Fiber Radii. 
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3.5 Sphere Characterization 

. iO 
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The spheres used in this work were considerably larger in radius than the fibers. 

This is due to the fact that, as a rule, the scattering signal for a sphere is much 

smaller than that of a cylinder of comparable radius and composition. 6 Bronze 

spheres were chosen as examples of metallic spheres, and magnesium oxide spheres 

as insulating spheres. The bronze spheres came from a sample of 240 mesh spherical 

bronze powder, which was supplied by Ronald Britton and Company. The copper 

/ tin ratio of the spheres was specified as 89% / 11%. The MgO spheres were 

supplied by the ~;!a"{ Planck Institute for Metallurgy. 

Since it was not possible to get free-scattering measurements for the spheres, 

6S trictly speaking, the two scattering systems being compared and the instrument being 
used must be specifically characterized before the statement above can be tested quantitatively. 
However, recall that the cylinder is an infinite scatterer, and for most scattering instruments 
presents a larger cross section than does the sphere. Also. the distance attenuation factor for 
the cylinder is 2/,rrkr, while for the sphere it is 1/k2r 2 . These two factors taken together usually 
make the above statement correct. 
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it was not possible to size them by the method used for cylinders. Instead, Scan

ning electron micrographs ,,,ere made of the spheres, and measurements of the 

diameters were made directly on the photographs. The scale bar, which is auto

matically placed on each micrograph, was calibrated using a National Bureau of 

Standards Standard Reference Material 484a Scanning Electron :tvlicroscope Mag

nification Standard. The instrument used for this was a JEOL Model JSM-5200 in 

the laboratory of Professor Charles M. Falco of the University of Arizona. Figures 

3.50 and 3.51 show the linages obtained for a bronze and an MgO sphere, respec

tively. For each sphere, several different diameters were measured and the average 

tal\:en. The estimated uncertainty for tIlls method of determining the sphere radii 

is ~ ±lpm.Table 3.3 below summarizes the results for the spheres used in tIllS 

work. 

Sphere Radius (pm} 
Bronze Sphere 2 35 
Bronze Sphere 4 35 
MgO Sphere 1 47 
MgO Sphere 2 43 

Table 3.3: Sphere Radii. 
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Figure 3.50: Scanning Electron Micrograph of Bronze Sphere 4, 100Ox. 

FipU'c 3.51: Scanning Electron NIicrog,Taph of I\IgO Sphere 1, 75Ox. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

4.1 Comparison of the Data and the Model for Cylinders 

The reflection theory described in Section 2.3 was used to model the data taken for 

cylinders on substrates. Appendix: C contains a listing of the FORTRAN program 

REFCYL which performs the calculations. Section 3.4 describes how the radii of 

the two cylinders studied (hereafter referred to as Fiber 18 and Fiber 20) were 

determined. Section 3.3 discusses the determination of the optical constants of the 

bvo fibers and of the substrates. The pertinent parameters for the t\vo cylinders and 

for the substrates are in Tables 3.4 and 3.3, and were used as input to REFCYL. 

Aluminum was chosen as a representative metallic substrate, and lithium fluoride 

and sodium chloride were chosen as insulating substrates. The wavelengths were 

9.27 and 1O.64,um (where Si02 is absorbing and insulating, respectively), and the 

illumination angles chosen ,,,,ere 0 o{normal) and 45 ° (oblique). Measurements 

,vere made for Fiber 18 on all three substrates for all possible combinations of 

wavelength and ilhnrunation angle, and for Fiber 20 on aluminum and lithium 

fluoride for all possible wavelength and ilhnnination angle combinations. These 

data were then modeled with REFCYL. The essential results of tlils modeling 

are best shown by choosing one fiber (Fiber 18) and systematically comparing the 

data against the calculations for different combinations of substrate, wavelength, 

and ilhnnination angle. Detailed comparisons of the data and the corresponding 

calculations for Fiber 18 on sodium chloride and aluminum are made below. In 

all cases, comparisons of the data and the output of REFCYL were also made to 
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the free scattering calculations, which are discussed in Section 2.2. AB a check on 

both the e}..-periment and the theory, several representative comparisons for Fiber 

20 will be shown. In matching the results of the program to the data, three things 

should be considered: 

o The absolute magnitudes of the scattering peaks; 

o The relative magnitudes of the scattering peaks; 

o The phases of the scattering peaks. 

Because of laser-power fluctuations and the extreme sensitivity of the sig

nal magnitude to fiber alignment, as discussed in Section 3.1, accurate determina

tions of the absolute magnitudes of the intensity signals S11 and 11. were difficult. 

To compare the absolute magnitudes of the measured S11 and 11. signals to model 

results, the data were scaled. The lock-in output varied between 0 and 10 volts, 

the free cylinder calculations were normalized to a ma."cirnum value of one in the 

forward direction (a scattering angle of 0 0), and the REFCYL results were on 

the sanle sc.:-ue as those of the free cylinder calculations. Note that the REFCYL 

results are not normalized to one; one goal in designing the program was to predict 

any scattering enhancement or suppression due to the presence of the substrate. 

The appropriate scaling factor was determined by scaling the free-fiber data to the 

corresponding free-fiber calculation. This ratio was then used to scale the data 

for fibers on substrates, and the scaled data was then compared to the REFC'{L 

calculation. It is important to note that when compared to the free-scattering 

calculation, in virtually all cases for the S11 and 11. signals, both the data and the 

calculations show an enhancement. 

AB discussed in Section 3.1, determining the normalization for the polar

ization signals S12 and S34 was much more straigllt fonvard. In addition, t.hese 

signals are fairly insensitive to laser power fluctuations or detector misalignment. 

Thus, it was possible to measure the absolute magnitudes of the two normalized 
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polarization signals \vith a good degree of sensitivity, and the comparisons of the 

measured polarization magnitudes to calculations are extremely reliable. 

As with the absolute nmgnitudes of the Sl1 and h measurements, vruia

tions in detector height during an angular scan introduced uncertainty in detemnn

ing the relative peal( heights of these bvo signals. However, for the same reasons 

discussed above, the the measured relative peak heights of the polarization signals 

S12 and S3.1 are quite reliable. A comparison of the measured and predicted values 

of the angular phases of the peaks, for both intensity and polarization signals, 

should be the most robust test in tlns work. As discussed in Section 3.1, the scat

tering angle was easily measured, and these results are not sensitive to detector 

height or laser power. 

In all the figures in thls section whlch compare measurements to theory, 

the data points are represented with stars, the free scattering calculations with 

dotted curves, and the results of REFCYL with solid curves. In the figures wInch 

show the separate contributions to REFCYL, the solid curves correspond to the 

sums of the fields, and the Sl1 signals resulting from the individual fields are labeled 

and shown as dotted curves. 
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(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation ...... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.53: 11. for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 9.27J.Lffi - Oblique Illumination. 
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One of the most striking features common to the four figures directly above 

is the complete failure of the free-scattering solution to account for the scattering 

by a substrate-borne cylinder. The presence of the substrate has substantially 

altered the free-scattering behavior of the fiber, and the effect of the substrate 

must somehow be accounted for. The preceding four plots also show an example 

of excellent agreement between the measurements and the sum-of-fields theory, 

which includes the effect of the substrate, as discussed in Section 2.3. It should 

be emphasized that all of the input parameters for the model calculation and 

the scaling factors for the intensity signals were determined by means which were 

totally independent of these cylinder / substrate measurements; there wer::! no 

adjustable parameters. For tIns fiber / substrate combination, the. remarkable 

enhancement of the fiber's scattering due to the presence of the substrate can be 

attributed to the interference of the free-scattered field (field A in the sum-of-fields 

model) and the reflection of the free-scattered field (field B). The contributions of 

the various fields in the model will be discussed in more detail below. 

At 9. 27j.Lm, the substrate is insulating and the fiber is absorbing. Com

paring the absolute magnitudes of the scattering peaks in Figures 4.52 and 4.53, it 

appears that in tIns case the laser-power level was roughly the same as when the 

free-fiber measurements were made, and that REFCYL correctly calculated the 

peak heights. The agreement between the data and REFCYL is best at low angles 

near the angle of the substrate, and it is sliglltly off at higller angles. TIlls poor 

perfornlllilce at angles far from the substrate is a feature shared by many of the 

comparisons presented in tins work, and, as discussed below, indicates a failure of 

the program. It must be said, hO'wever, that although there is a pattern of dis

agTeement between the data and the theory at lngher detector angles, for the two 

intensity signals Sll and Il. it is difficult to identify the source of any discrepancy 

on a case by case basis because of the aforementioned experimental uncertainties. 

For example, the disagreement of the relative peale heights at 73° of the Su and 

11. could be due to the theoretical problem just alluded to, or to a variation in 
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the vertical position of the detector. Overall, the phases of the peaks for these 

two measurements are in good agreement with the theory. TIle results for the 

two nonnalized polarization signals S12 and S34, shown in Figures 4.54 and 4.53, 

respectively, are also quite good. Note that at the specular angle (90°), REFCYL 

predicts that S12 and S34 have opposite signs. 

In trying to understand why REFCYL works so well for this scattering 

system, it is instructive to plot the Sl1 signals due to the individual fields in the 

REFCYL model along 'with the Sl1 signal due to the stun of the fields. These 

curves are shown in Figure 4.56. TIns particular system is a good example of what 

appears to be a general phenomenon for insulating substrates. When the particle is 

on an insulating substrate, the REFCYL and REF:tvIIE calculation are dominated 

by the contributions of the scattered field (field A) and the reflected scattered field 

(field B). This is not surprising when one considers that all the lngher order fields 

except C and D involve at least one reflection at nonnal incidence, and that the 

nomw incidence reflectivity of an insulator is typically quite low. For example, 

the nom1al incidence reflectivity of soditun chloride is about 4% at both 9.27 and 

10. 64/-Lm, and 4.0% at 9.27/-Lm and 0.06% at 1O.64/-Lm for litlntun fluoride. As for 

fields C and D, their contributions are significantly suppressed by the shadowing 

factor discussed above in Section 2.3 until the illumination angle is large, and even 

then the contributions from C and D will be small in this model because the initial 

reflection COl1Ul1on to the two fields will typically be quite low for an insulator. 

For exanlple, consider a cylinder on a soditun chloride substrate illuminated at 

30° by 9.27/-Lm light. AlthOUgll the shadowing factor now has a relatively large 

value of 0.5, the reflectivity of the substrate at tllls angle and wavelength is only 

4.2%. When only fields A and B are large enough to contribute significantly, the 

model usually succeeds to some degree. Referring to Figures 2.4 through 2.18, 

one sees that only fields A and B are not affected by any shadmving effects or 

multiple interactions. It is these two issues wInch seem to limit the applicability 

of REFCYL and REF:tvIIE. As mentioned above, in Figures 4.52 through 4.55, the 
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discrepancies bet'\veen the data and the model occur at relatively large scattering 

angles. Figure 4.56 shO'\vs that field C is beginning to contribute significantly in 

tllis region. and it is entirely possible that inadequacies in the calculation of field 

C and other higher order fields are responsible for the disagreements. Concerning 

the fields resulting from multiple interactions, it is important to recall at this point 

that the free-cylinder and free-sphere calculations used in REFCYL and REF:\IIE 

take advantage of far-field limits 1. Consider, for example, the calculation of field 

E (Figure 2.10). TIlls involves scattering light directly into the substrate, reflecting 

it, and rescattering the light from the particle. Clearly, the far-field condition is 

not met in this case, and it is reasonable to expect that Field E is not correctly 

calculated. As for the calculation of the shadowing effect (see Figure 2.8), this is, 

at best, a geometric approximation in a situation that is clearly in the domain of 

physical optics. It will be shown below that when there are large contributions 

from the higher-order fields, as is the case for particles on metallic substrates, the 

predictions of the model are often flawed. 
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Figure 4.56: Calculations for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 9.27pm - Oblique Illumination. 
(Stun of Fields -: Individual Fields·· .... ) 

ISee Bohren and Huffman [4], Sections 4.3 and S.4. 
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Figure 4.57: S11 for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.58: 11. for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique Illumination. 

(Data * * **; Free Cylinder Calculation ...... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation -) 
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Figure 4.59: S12 for Fiber 18 on NaCl - 1O.64J.1m - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data **"**; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... j Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.60: S34 for Fiber 18 on NaCl - 1O.64pm - Oblique Illumination. 

(Data **"**; Free Cylinder Calculation·· .... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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TIle four Figures illuuediately above, along with Figures 4.52 through 4.55, 

represent one of the most important advantages of working in the lOpm portion 

of the infrared. N othillg in the experiment was changed between the two sets of 

measurements except the wavelength, and consequently the indicies of refraction 

of the fiber. It is hard to overemphasize the importance of the fact that nothing 

mechanical was changed behveen the two data sets, yet the insulating fiber has 

in effect been replaced with an absorbing fiber. A.s discussed in Chapter 3, the 

scattering by cylinders is quite sensitive to small changes in the geometry of the 

scattering system (fiber radius, perpedicularity of the fiber with respect to the 

scattering plane, etc.). If it were necessary to change fibers in order to change the 

optical constants of the scatterer, it is almost inevitable that the two scattering 

systems would be measurably different in terms of scattering geometry, and the 

interpretation of the results would be more complicated. 

Figures 4.57 through 4.60 also represent another case for which REFCYL 

works well. At lO.64pm , both the substrate and fiber are insulating. The match 

in absolute magnitudes of the 811 and IJ. are not as good as at 9.27pm , although 

for the 811 signal the relative magnitudes of the peaks seem to be correct. TIle 

absolute and relative peak heights of the polarization signals 812 and 834 are in 

good agreement. Note that in this case, REFCYL predicts that at the specular 

angle 812 and 83.1 have the same sign. In all four cases, the angular peak positions 

of REFCYL agree with the data. Looking at Figure 4.61 below, one sees that 

as before, the model is dominated by fields A and B. The sharp structure on 

the first scattering peak in each of the data curves is not noise, as it was quite 

repeatable from one scan to the next, and was present in many of the data sets 

tal{J:'l1 on the N aCl substrate. TIle most likely explanation for this structure is 

that the NaCl substrate used was in fact a higll quality infrared window with 

polished parallel faces, and there was some reflection of the light scattered into 

the substrate from the back surface. For example, for lOpm ligllt at a 45° angle 

of incidence, the theoretical back-sUlface reflectance is 8% for perpendicualarly 
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polarized illumination and 1 % for parallel polarization. Clearly, such reflections 

would be large enough to contribute measurably to the signal seen by the detector. 
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Figure 4.61: Calculations for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 1O.64J.LIll - Oblique Illumination. 
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Figure 4.62: S11 for Fiber 18 on NaO - 9.27j..lffi - Nonnal Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.63: 1.1. for Fiber 18 on NaO - 9.27j..lffi - Nonnal Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation·· .... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.64: S12 for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 9.27j..tffi - Nonna} Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.65: S34 for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 9.27j..tffi - Nonna} Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.66: Calculations for Fiber 18 on NaCl- 9.27f.LID - Normal Ilhunination. 
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Figure 4.67: I.1 for Fiber 18 on NaCl - 1O.64f.LID - Normal Illumination. 
(Data * * **; Free Cylinder Calculation ...... ; StUn-of-Fields Calculation _ ) 
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Figure 4.68: S12 for Fiber 18 on NaO - 1O.64/Lffi - Nonna! Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.69: S34 for Fiber 18 on NaO - 1O.64/Lffi - Nonna! Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation --) 
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Figure 4.70: Calculations for Fiber 18 on NaG - 1O.64J-lm - Normal Illwnination. 
(Sum of Fields -; Individual Fields· ..... ) 

Figures 4.62 through 4.65 and Figures 4.67 through 4.69 show comparisons 

of scattering data, REFCYL calculations, and free cylinder calculations for Fiber 18 

on NaG with normally incident illumination. In these cases as well, REFCl"L does 

a good job of matching the data. Note that although the model is dominated by 

fields A and B (as shown in Figures 4.66 and 4.70), and that the overall agreement 

is good bet\veen the data and theory, there are noticeable discrepancies at the 

higher scattering angles. The signs of the two polarization calculations S12 and S34 

at the specular angle (1800) are both positive for an absorbing cylinder (9.2i'l1m), 

and they are both negative in the insulating case (l0.64l1m). 
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Figure 4.71: S11 for Fiber 18 on AI - 9.27 j.lI11 - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation.·····; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.72: S12 for Fiber 18 on Al - 9.27 fLm - Oblique Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.73: Calculations for Fiber 18 on AI - 9.27j.lffi - Oblique Illumination. 
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Figure -1:.74: Calculations for Fiber 18 on Al- 9.27j.lffi - Oblique Illumination. 
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Figure 4.75: Su for Fiber 18 on Al - 10.64j.lm - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... j Sum-of-Fields Calculation_) 
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Figure 4.76: S12 for Fiber 18 on AI - 1O.64j.lm - Oblique Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation ...... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.77: Calculations for Fiber 18 on Al - 1O.64f.lm - Oblique Illumination. 
(Sum of Fields -; Individual Fields· ..... ) 
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Figure 4.78: Calculations for Fiber 18 on AI - 1O.64f.lm - Oblique Illumination. 
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The eight figures above are for Fiber 18 on an alumimun substrate. il

luminated at an angle of -15°. Although REFCl::1.. succeeded to some degree in 

predicting the scattering for 1O.6-1Jlffi at low angles. as shO\vTI in Figures 4.75. and 

-1.76, in general the model does not work ,veil for metallic substrates. To e:-"'Plain 

this, note that figures 4.73, 4.74, 4.77, and 4.78 show that fields C and D in the 

REFCl::1.. calculation are now large enough to contribute appreciably. 
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Figure 4.79: S34 for Fiber 18 on Al- 9.27pm - Normal Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.80: Sn for Fiber 18 on Al- 1O.64J.Lffi - Normal Illumination. 
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The preceeding four figures show an example of complete failure of the 

model. Wilen the fiber was on a metal substrate and normally illuminated, REFCYL 

,vas never able to match the data. As shown in figures 4.81 and 4.82, the trouble 

lies with fields E and F in the model, which for this substrate / illumination angle 

combination are large enough to contribute at all scattering angles. 
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Figure 4.83: S11 for Fiber 20 on LiF - 9.27 JLIIl - Oblique Ilhunination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation -) 
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Figure 4.84: 1.1 for Fiber 20 on LiF - 1O.64J.lffi - Oblique Illtunination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.85: S12 for Fiber 20 on LiF - 1O.64J.lffi - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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TIle four figures directly above show the scattering behavior of Fiber 20 

on a lithitun fluoride substrate. As with Fiber 18 on soditun chloride, REFCYL's 

calculations in this case are essentially correct. TIle 1O.64J-Lm wavelength is par

ticularly interesting, because the substrate, ,,;th n = 1.05 and k = 0.0077, is 

approaching invisibility. Looking at figures 4.84 and 4.85, it is clear that only near 

the angle of the substrate do the data and REFCYL differ from the free scatter

ing calcuation. TIle reason for tIllS is contained in figure 4.86, ,vhich shows the 

intensity signals for the individual fields and for the stun of the fields. Besides 

field A, ,vhich is solely the free fiber scattering, field B is the only other significant 

field, and then only at near grazing angles to the substrate, ,vhere the reflectance 

approaches 100% . 
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Figure 4.87: I1. for Fiber 20 on LiF - 9.27J-Lm - Normal Illtunination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.88: I.L for Fiber 20 on LiF - 1O.64J.lffi - Normal Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation·· .... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.89: S12 for Fiber 20 on LiF - 1O.64J.lffi - Normal Illtunination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.90: Calculations for Fiber 18 on NaQ - 1O.B4lLm - Normal IllllIl1ination. 
(Stun of Fields -; Individual Fields· ..... ) 

Figures 4.87 through 4.90 are representative of the behavior of Fiber 20 on 

lithitun fluoride with normal illumination. Note that in Figure 4.87 at the higher 

scattering angles, the 9.271lm measurement is out of phase with the REFCYL 

calculation, just as in Figure 4.83 above. For 1O.B4llm illtunination, Figures 4.88 

through 4.90 tell essentially the same story as Figures 4.84 through 4.86 above. 

E.xcept at near grazing angles to the substrate, where field B is non-negligible 

because of high substrate reflectivity, field A dominates the scattering. 
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Figure 4.91: Sll for Fiber 20 on Al- 9.27f.Lm - Oblique Illumination. 
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Figure 4.92: S12 for Fiber 20 on Al- 9.27f.Lm - Oblique Illumination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation ..... ·; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.93: Sl1 for Fiber 20 on AI- 1O.64lLm - Oblique Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 

Figures 4.91 through 4.93 show the scattering behavior of Fiber 20 on 

aluminum illuminated at 45°. Although the performance of REFCYL is poor 

overall, note that it is in fair agreement with the data near the substrate angle. 
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Figure 4.94: 11. for Fiber 20 on Al- 9.27j.Lffi - Normal Illumination. 
(Data ****j Free Cylinder Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.95: Sl1 for Fiber 20 on Al- 1O.64j.Lffi - Nonna! Illumination. 

(Data ****j Free Cylinder Calculation· ..... j Sum-of-Fields Calculation_) 
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Figure 4.96: S12 for Fiber 20 on Al- 1O.64J-lffi - Nonnal Illumination. 
(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation .. · ... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.97: S34 for Fiber 20 on Al- 10.64J1l1l - Nonnal Ilhunination. 

(Data ****; Free Cylinder Calculation···· .. ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 



The last four figures above are for Fiber 20 on aluminum with normal 

illumination. Note that as with oblique illumination, the model again enjoys some 

success near the grazing angle of the substrate, with fair agreement bet\veen the 

data and the 11., Sl1, and S12 calculations. The S34 calculation, hO\vever, is poor. 

In looking at the results presented in this Section, two issues should be 

addressed separately: the reliability of the data, and the performance of REFCY'L. 

As discussed in Section 3.1, the instrument gave very repeatable results for all 

of the cylinder experiments, both free and on substrates, and the background 

scattering measurements made on the bare substrates were always small compared 

to the cylinder / substrate system. Also, the fact that the free-cylinder data 

matched the free-cylinder calculations, as discussed in Section 3.3, provided a test 

of the instrument against a theory independent of tIus work. These considerations 

tali:en together make a strong case for the validity of the cylinder / substrate data. 

Further supporting the data is the fact that it was possible in some cases to model 

the data quite satisfactorily. Assessment of the performance REFCYL is more 

difficult, as there are no other data or theories in the literature to allow for a check 

independent of this work. Nonetheless, it would seem that the reflection model 

Ijives results that are roughly correct for the cases examined involving insulating 

substrates, and often "Tong for those involving metallic substrates. 

4.2 Comparison of the Data and the Model for Spheres 

The eA'Perimental program for the scattering by spheres on substrates was very 

similar to that for cylinders on substrates, described in Section 4.1. Magnesiunl 

oxide spheres were chosen as examples of insulating particles, and bronze spheres as 

examples of metallic particles. The same substrates used in the cylinder studies, 

aluminum, sodium chloride, and lithium fluoride, were also used in the sphere 

studies. }'Ieasurements were made for nomlally and obliquely (45 °from nomkll) 

incident illununation. The data were compared to a sum-of-fields model, described 
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in section 2.4. The FORTRAN program REF:NIIE, which performs the calculations, 

is listed in Appendix E. Section 3.5 describes the determination of the sphere radii, 

and Section 3.3 discusses the determination of the optical constants of the spheres. 

The pertinent parameters for the spheres and the substrates are in Tables 3.3 and 

3.3, and ,,,ere used as input to REF:NIIE. As it was not possible to measure the 

free scattering of the spheres, consequently it was not possible to directly scale the 

intensity data to the calculations, as was done for cylinders on substrates. Instead, 

the two intensity signals S11 and 11. were scaled so that the peak. heights for the data 

and theory matched at the first (i. e. lowest angle) peak. The polarization signals 

S12 and S34 were normalized directly, as discribed in Section 3.1. The results for 

spheres on substrates will be presented in the same order as those for the cylinder

on-substrate results; that is, the specific combinations of particle composition, 

substrate composition, and illuminating angle will be shown in the sequence used 

in the previous section. 

Because the scattering cross sections of the spheres were much smaller than 

those of the cylinders, the signals seen by the detector for the sphere / substrate 

systems " .. ere quite weak when compared to those for the cylinder / substrate 

systems. Even though the dectector distance was reduced from 14 cm for the 

cylinder / substrate studies to 4 cm for the sphere / substrate work, the signals 

for the sphere / substrate systems were roughly a factor of 50 weaker. The data 

for spheres on substrates is thus not as "clean" as for the cylinder / substrate 

systems, and it was not always possible to reliably measure all of the scattering 

Sig,11alS. Specifically, because of the need for a linear polarizer in front of the 

detector when measuring S34, tIlls signal was unavoidablly attenuated further, 

and was often was noisy and unreliable. For one scattering system, that of an 

insulating sphere on an insulating substrate with normally incident illumination, 

no satisfactory measlll111ents were obtained. Generally spealcing, the 11. was the 

cleanest, strongest signal, followed in order of reliability by S12, S11, S34. 

In the figures containing data shown below, the data are shown as stars, 



the predictions of REF~rrE as solid curves, and the free sphere scattering solution 

is shO\\TI as dotted curves. In the figures below which contain the Sl1 signals arising 

from the various fields in the model, the signal due to the sum of the fields is sho\\TI 

as a solid curve, and the signals of the indiviual fields as dotted curves. 
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Figure 4.98: S11 for Bronze Sphere 4 on NaCl- 1O.64J.lm - Oblique. 

(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation··.··.; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.99: S12 for Bronze Sphere 4 on NaG - 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique. 
(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.100: Calculations for Bronze Sphere 4 on NaG - 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique. 
(Sum of Fields -; Individual Fields· .. ·.·) 
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Figures 4.98 and 4.99 show comparisons bet\veen data and theory for a 

metallic sphere on an insulating substrate with obliquely-incident illumination. 

The good agreement for this system should be compared to the results for an 

equivalent cylinder / substrate system. shown for example in Figures 4.52 through 

4.55. Note that, as with the cylinder / substrate system, the agreement bet,veen 

the phases of the data and the theory is quite good at· low angles, and has drifted 

slightly at higher angles. Figure 4.100, which contains the S11 signals of the individ

ual fields, shows that in the stun-of-fields model, the only significant contributions 

come from the scattered (field A) and the reflected scattered (field B) fields .. ~ in 

the case of the corresponding cylinder / substrate system, field A is the result of 

an e..x.act calculation, and field B is apparently handled with a fair degree of success 

byREFMIE. 
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Figure 4.101: I.L for MgO Sphere 1 on LiF - 1O.64f.lm - Oblique. 

(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation···· .. ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.101 compares I.L data to theory for an insulating sphere on an 

insulating substrate with obliquely incident illumination. The 511 signals corre

sponding to the individual fields are plotted in Figure 4.102, and in this case as 

well, the model is dominated by fields A and B. The results for the equivalent 

cylinder / substrate system are shown in Figures 4.57 through 4.60. 
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Figure 4.103: IJ. for Bronze Sphere 2 on LiF - 9.27J1-ffi - Nonnal. 
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(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation·····.; StUll-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.104: S12 for Bronze Sphere 2 on LiF - 9.27J1-ffi - Nonnal. 
(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation ...... ; StUll-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figures 4.103 and 4.104 show the I.L and S12 results for a metallic sphere 

on an insulating substrate with normally-incident illumination. As in the case of 

the corresponding cylinder / substrate system, ShO\VIl in Figures 4.62 through 4.65, 

the sum-of-fields theory does a good job of modelling the data. Figure 4.105 shows 

that in this case as well, REF1HE is dominated by contributions from fields A and 

B. 
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Figure 4.106: S11 for Bronze Sphere 4 on Al- 1O.64J.lffi - Oblique. 
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(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation·····.; Sllll1-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.107: S12 for Bronze Sphere 4 on Al- 1O.64J.lffi - Oblique. 

(Data * * **; Free Sphere Calculation· ..... ; Sllll1-of-Fields Calculation __ ) 
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Figure 4.108: I.L for Bronze Sphere 2 on AI - 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique. 
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(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation ...... ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.109: S34 for Bronze Sphere 2 on Al- 1O.64J.Lffi - Oblique. 

(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation···· .. ; Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figures 4.106 through 4.109 show comparisons of data to theory for metal

lic spheres on a metallic substrate ,,,ith obliquely incident illumination. Corre

sponding cylinder / substrate results are shown in Figures 4. i1 and 4.72. It is 

clear that for the sphere / substrate systems, the reflection model is fairly suc

cessful. The phases of the data and the output of the program agree quite well 

for the t\VO intensity signals Sll and Ii, and for S12 as well. The S34 calculation 

of REF~vrrE, which is often the first to show a discrepancy with measurement, 

is also in agreement with the data at low angles. Figures 4.110 and 4.111 below 

show the Sll signals which correspond to the individual fields in REFlvllE. For this 

scattering system, the calculations are dominated by fields A and B. 
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Figure 4.110: Calculations for Bronze Sphere 4 on Al- 1O.64j.tm - Oblique. 

(Sum of Fields -; Individual Fields·· .. ··) 
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Figure 4.112: S11 for MgO Sphere 2 on A.1 - 9.27j1ffi - Oblique. 
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(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation· ..... ; StUn-of-Fields Calculation __ ) 
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(Data * * **; Free Sphere Calculation· ..... ; Sum-of-Fields Calculation _) 

The comparisons between measurement and theory for an insulating sphere 

on a metallic substrate with oblique illumination are shown in Figures 4.112 and 

4.113 above. In this case, the model is not successful. The results for an equiv

alent cylinder / substrate system are shown in Figures 4.75 and 4.76. Below in 

Figures 4.114 and 4.115 are the S11 signals corresponding to the individual fields 

in the model. Note that fields C and D are large enough to contribute significantly 

for this scattering system. It is quite likely that the discrepancies bet\\'een the 

data and theory indicate that the geometric approximation used to calculate the 

shadov"ing effect, discussed in Section 2.3.1, is too simple and hence innacurate. 
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Figure 4.114: Calculations for MgO Sphere 2 on Al- 9.27f.lm - Oblique Illumina
tion. (Sum of Fields -j Individual Fields· ..... ) 
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Figure 4.116: 11. for Bronze Sphere 4 on Al- 1O.64f.Lm - Normal. 
(Data ****j Free Sphere Calculation······j Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.117: S12 for Bronze Sphere 4 on Al- 1O.64f.Lm - Normal. 
(Data ****j Free Sphere Calculation· ..... j Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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Figure 4.118: I.L for Bronze Sphere 2 on Al- 1O.64J.Lm - Normal. 

(Data ****j Free Sphere Calculation··· ... j Stun-of-Fields Calculation-) 

Figures 4.116 through 4.118 compare the measured scattering to calcu

lations for metallic spheres on metallic substrates with normally incident illumi

nation. These results should be compared to those for the equivalent cylinder I 
substrate system, shown in Figure 4.79. The performance of REFNIIE is quite good 

in predicting the phases of both the intensity peaks and the S12 peaks. although 

the predictions of the magnitudes of the S12 peaks are generally poor. The Sl1 

signals corresponding to the individual fields for this scattering system are ShO,\\l1 

in Figure 4.119 below. 
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Figure 4.120: S11 for MgO Sphere 2 on AI - 1O.64J.Lm - Normal. 
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(Data ****; Free Sphere Calculation······; Sum-of-Fields Calculation-) 
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The scattering for an insulating sphere on a metallic substrate 'With nor

mally incident illumination is compared to theory in Figure 4.120. The equivalent 

cylinder / substrate results are shown in Figure 4.80. REF~IIE does not success

fully predict the scattering for this system. Figure 4.121 below, which contains 

the Sl1 signals cOITesponding to the individual fields in the model, shows that the 

scattering is due almost entirely to field B. Thus it \\uuld seem that the model fails 

because it underestimates the effect of some other field relative to that of field B. 
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Figure 4.121: Calculations for MgO Sphere 2 on Al- 10.64j.lm - Normal. 

(Sum of Fields -; Individual Fields· ..... ) 
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4.3 Discussion of Results 

TIle e:x.-perimental results for cylinders on substrates appear to be reliable; for ev

ery system of interest, measurements of S11, 11., S12, and S34 were made. TIle 

negligible bare-substrate scattering and the consistently small values for the the

oretically zero S14 and S13 matrix elements indicate that the signals of interest 

were reasonably free of instrumental artifacts. It should also be noted that since 

free-scattering measurements and calculations were made for each fiber studied, 

the S11 and 11. signals for the cylinder / substrate systems are reliably scaled to 

the corresponding theoretical calculations. In all of the earlier studies reviewed 

in Chapter 1, the results of modelling were arbitrarily scaled for the purpose of 

comparison to measurements. TIle stllu-of fields theory used in tIns work enjoyed 

some success. Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the modelling for cylinders on 

substrates. The entries in the Significant Fields column list in order for each scat

tering system the fields that significantly contribute to the sum-of-fields model. 

For insulating substrates, the predictions were at least qualatatively correct for all 

cases. TIle theory in its present fonn, however, does not seem to be capable of 

modelling the light-scattering behavior of cylinders on metallic sustrates. 

The modelling of the scattering by the sphere / substrate systems ,vas more 

successful than it was for the cylinder / substrate systems, but the measurements 

were considerably more difficult, and the data were consequently poorer. TIle 

signals for the sphere / substrate systems were quite weak in general; for one 

system of interest, that of an insulating sphere on a nom1ally illuminated insulating 

substrate, no satisfactory data were obtained. Characterization of the spheres 

was also more difficult than it ,vas for the cylinders. The optical constants ,vere 

detemnned with less certainty than they were for the cylinders, and the .radii 

were also more difficult to measure. In the case of the Mg;O spheres, the effects 

of the generally poor quality of the spheres were hard to estimate. An SE1I 

image of one of these spheres in shown in Figure 3.51. In spite of the greater 
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e:"'''Perimental problems, the slilll-of-fields theory performed remarkably well for the 

sphere / substrate systems. Table 4.3 summarizes the results of the modelling 

for the sphere / substrate systems. As with the cylinder / substrate systems, the 

slilll-of-fields theory was able to give at least qualitativly correct results for spheres 

on insulating substrates. In addition, the predictions of the model for a metallic 

sphere on a metallic substrate were surprisingly good for both normal and oblique 

illumination. 

One of the most obvious conclusions that can be drawn from Tables 4.3 

and 4.3 is that only the first six fields in the model, fields A through F, are needed. 

Indeed, for many of the systems examined, fields A and B dominate the calculation. 

If the phase changes due to the substrate's reflection are properly kept track of, 

the signal resulting from the addition of these two fields can be thought of as 

the interference between the sphere's free scattering and the free scattering of an 

image sphere. When appropriate, keeping only these t'\\'O fields in REFIvIIE and 

REFCYL would result in a significant reduction of the nm times. 

Although the slilll-of-fields theory developed as part of tlns work is by 

no means perfect, it is of value for a number of reasons. As far as this work 

was concerned, it was the only one available, the only other pontential candidate 

being the finite-difference model by vVojcik, et al.[30], discussed in Chapter 1. In 

the course of tIns study, it was necessary to calculate the scattering of hundreds 

of particle / substrate combinations. Using the slilll-of-fields model, the most 

computationally intensive cases required less than 2 minutes on a 12 MHz I. B. 

IvI. AT-compatible computer with a math coproccessor. On the other hand, the 

model of vVojcik, et ai. requires 60 minutes of Cray 2 time per calculation, and 

hence clearly was not an option. Perhaps more important in the long nm, however, 

is the fact that the sum-of-fields approach explicitly separates out the effect of the 

substrate. That is, once information about the free-scattering behavior of a particle 

of interest is obtained, for certain cases it should be possible to say something about 

the scattering of that particle resting on a substrate. As far as the cases examined 
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in tIns work are concerned, it is quite likely that the performance of the theory 

could be improved if some of the approximations used were replaced \vith more 

correct expressions. 

System Figures Significant Comments 
Fields 

Absorbing Fiber 4.1 - 4.5, Phases correctly calculated. 
Insulating Substrate 4.32 A,B,C Good agreement on amplitudes. 
Oblique Illumination 
Insulating Fiber 4.6 - 4.10, Phases correctly calculated. 
Insulating Substrate 4.33 - 4.35 A,B,C Good agreement on relative 
Oblique Illtunination amplitudes. 
Absorbing Fiber 4.11 - 4.15, Phases correctly calculated. 
Insulating Substrate 4.36 A,B Good agreement on amplitudes. 
Normal Illumination 
Insulating Fiber 4.16 - 4.19, Phases correctly calculated. 
Insulating Substrate 4.37 - 4.39 A,B Good agreement on relative 
Normal Illumination amplitudes. 
Absorbing Fiber 4.20 - 4.23, Phases and relative 
Metallic Substrate 4.40 - 4.41 B,A,C,D amplitudes disagree. 
Oblique Illumination 
Insulating Fiber 4.24 - 4.27, Sl1 and Ii correctly 
Metallic Substrate 4.42 B,A,C,D calculated. S12 and S34 
Oblique Illumination disagree. 
Absorbing Fiber Phases and relative 
j\Ietallic Substrate 4.28,4.43 B,A,E,F amplitudes disagTee. 
Normal Illumination 
Insulating Fiber 4.29 - 4.31, Phases and relative 
Metallic Substrate 4.44 - 4.46 B,A,E,F amplitudes disagree. 
Nonna! Illmnination 

Table 4.4: Smnmary of Fiber on Substrate Results. 
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System Figures Significant Comments 
Fields 

Metallic Sphere 
Insulating Substrate 4.47 - 4.49 B,A Phases correctly calculated. 
Oblique Ilhll1unation 
Insulating Sphere 
Insulating Substrate 4.50,4.51 A,B Phases correctly calculated. 
Oblique Illumination 
Metallic Sphere 
Insulating Substrate 4.52 - 5.54 A,B Phases correctly calculated. 
Normal Illumination 
Metallic Sphere Phases correctly calculated. 
Metallic Substrate 4.55 - 4.60 B,A,C,D S11 and IJ. agree better 
Oblique Illumination than S12 and S34. 
Insulating Sphere Phases and relative 
Metallic Substrate 4.61 - 4.64 B,A,C,D amplitudes disagree. 
Oblique Illunlination 
Metallic Sphere Phases calculated correctly. 
Metallic Substrate 4.65 - 4.68 B,A Amplitudes agree for IJ., 
Normal Illumination disagree for S12. 
Insulating Sphere Phases and relative 
Metallic Substrate 4.69 - 4.70 B,A amplitudes disagree. 
Normal Illumination 

Table 4.5: Summary of Sphere on Substrate Results. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions 

There are t,vo main aspects of the experimental work; the construction of an 

infrared polarization-modulated nephelometer, and the measurement for the first 

time of Mueller scattering matrix elements for individual spheres and cylinders 

on substrates. TIris instrument is the first of its kind, the first to combine the 

sensitivity and versatility of a polarization-modulator based instrument with the 

advantages of working in the 10ILm region. As discussed in Chapter 1, sample 

preparation, manipulation, and characterization are usually much easier in the 

infrared than they are in the visible. TIle use of a wavelength-ttmable laser allows 

the light scattering parameters of a number of interesting systems to be changed in 

a controlled fashion. For this type of work, tIris instrument is superior to those used 

in previous studies of the scattering of light by individual spheres on substrates. 

The intensity data, embodied in the S11 and IJ.. signals, are higher in quality than 

what has been published, and polarization data has been collected for the first time. 

For the interpretation of theoretical predictions, the availability of polarization 

data was eA-tremely useful in tIris work, and no doubt will prove useful in future 

attempts to model these light scattering systems. 

TIlere are a number of obvious extensions to tIris work. TIle performance 

of the instrument could be improved by the addition of a better mechanical a\::is 

and a more precise positioning stage. If the laser and modulator motmts were 

modified to allow for easy rotation of the laser and modulator about the axis of 

the beam, the now inaccessible Mueller matrix elements, suc..h. as S33, could be 

measured. For eA-tremely weal( signals, the addition of infrared collection optics 
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might prove advantageous. If a direct power monitor of the infrared laser were 

installed, the noise due to intensity fluctuations could probably be minimized. 

The use of a power monitor would also aid in nomlalizing scattering signals. 

Even in its present foml, however, the instrument is unique and quite 

useful. AB discussed in Chapter 1, the general problem of the scattering of light 

by an arbitrarily chosen particle resting on an arbitrarily chosen substrate is far 

from being solved. Although it is often possible to gain some insight into a par

ticular syst,em by modelling it with a simpler system, such as a sphere on a sub

strate, the limitations of such approximations are obvious. On the other hand, the 

polarization-modulated infrared nephelometer that was built as part of this work 

is capable of determining quite precisely the scattering behavior of many particle 

/ substrate systems that might be quite difficult to handle theoretically. Examples 

include irregular particles, composite particles, clustered particles, rough stuiaces, 

coated surfaces, and patterned silicon wafers. The availability of data from this in

strument should accelerate the development of the theory of scattering by particles 

on substrates. 
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APPENDIX A 

Results from the Scattering Theory for Cylinders 

The scattering of light by an infinite cylinder has been correctly described by vVait 

[28], Blank [3], Burberg [6], and Farone and Querfeld [7].I Although the general 

theory treats illumination of the scattering cylinder by a plane wave impinging 

at an arbitrary angle (oblique illumination), the discussion here ,vill be restricted 

to normally incident light. By normal incidence, it is meant that the direction of 

propagation of the illtuninating wave is perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. 

Figure A.l shows the geometry of the problem, and defines the pertinent quantities. 

As a further simplifying restriction, only the far-field limit (kr » 1, where k =1 
k I, r is the distance from the cylinder to the detector, and a is the cylinder radius) 

of the scattered radiation will be considered. Only two special cases, EJ = Eoeihell 

and E/ = Eoeihel.' where I stands for incident, will be treated explicity.2 \\1ith 

an appropriate choice of coefficients, a linear combination of the two solutions 

represents the scattering of an arbitrarily polarized incident wave. 3 

In the first case, E/ = Eoeihell' if In and HAl) are the Bessel functions of 

the first kind and Hankel functions (HAl) = In + iYn, where the Yn are the Bessel 

functions of the second kind), respectively, and restricting n to integer values, then 

IThe best discussions of this problem are probably found in van de Hulst [27], Kerker [12], 
and Bohren and Huffman [4]. 

2Throughout this Appendix, the factor e- iwt will be omitted. 
3The notation in this section is essentially identical to that found in Bohren and Huffman [4], 

pages 194 - 208. 
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Figure A.122: Light scattering by a nonnally illuminated infinite cylinder. 

far from the cylinder (kr > > 1) the scattered field can be written 

Es - -F.,e'lh-';l J 2 f (-l)"e,nObne" 
7l'kr n=_oo 

where 
b _ In(mx)J~(x) - mJ~(mx)Jn(x) 

n - In{mx)Ml),(x) _ mJri(mx)Ml)(X) . 

The size parameter x is defined 

x=ka, 

and the relative refractive index m is given by 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

where Nl is the complex refractive index of the cylinder and N is that of the 

medium. In all cases of interest here, it is permissible to set N = 1, so that 

m = Nl:! 

4For instance, at a wavelength of 10.01lffi, n = 1.000256 and k = 7.23.10- 7.[31) 
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For the case of EJ = EoeikxeJ.' far from the cylinder the scattered field 

takes the fonn 

(A.33) 

where 

(A.34) 

If a normally incident plane wave of arbitrary linear polarization is written 

E (1<'.' E') ikx J = .L..Illlell + J.IeJ. e , (A.35) 

with ell = ey and eJ. = ez , then the amplitude scattering matrix Tij may be used 

to connect the incident and scattered fields: 

(A.36) 

From equations A.29 and A.33, it is clear that Tl and T2 have the fonus 

00 00 

T1 = 2: bne- in0 = bo + 22:bn cos(n8), 
n=-oo n=1 

00 00 (A.37) 
T2 = 2: a ne-in0 = ao + 22:an cos(n8). 

n=-oo n=1 

Here, the angle cp has been transfonned to 8 = IT - cp, and the an's and bn's are 

given by equations A.34 and A.30, respectively. 

Introducing four more related quantities, 

Tll = HI Tl 12 + I T2 12), 

T12 = HI T1 12 - I T2 12), 

T33 = ~(TIT2), 

T3.t = ~(TIT2), 

(A.38) 
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the scattering by a nonnally illuminated cylinder can be ,witten in terms of its 

t-dueller matrix: 

Is 

Qs 

Us 

Vs 

o 
o 

o 
o 

(A.39) 

These Tij may be computed numerically; in this work a slightly modified version 

of the program found in Appendix C of Bohren and Huffman [4] was used for this 

purpose. 

Lastly, for infinite cylinders, the scattering and extinction efficiencies per 

unit length Qsca and Qext are given by 

00 

Qscall = ~[I bo 12 +22: I bn 12], 
n=l 

00 

Qextll = ~~[bo + 22:bn] = ~lR[Tl(e = 0)], 
n=l 

00 

Qscal. = ~ [I ao 12 +22: I an 12], 
n=l 

00 

Qextl. = ~lR[ao + 22:an] = ~~[T2(e = 0)], 
n=l 

(A.40) 

where the subscripts II and 1- stand for incident polarization parallel and perpen

dicular to the cylinder axis, respectively. These quantities can also be calculated 

nunlerically, and are in fact provided by the program mentioned above. 
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APPENDIXB 

Results from the Scattering Theory for Spheres 

In this Appendix, pertinent results from Gustav lYTie's [16] exact theory for the scat

tering of an electromagnetic wave by a homogeneous sphere 'will be summarized. 1 

Consider a plane wave travelling in the +z direction and pol~zed in the 

x direction, inpinging upon a sphere of radius a centered on the origin, as shown 

in Figure B.1. If we write the incident wave as 

then far from the sphere (kr > > 1), where r is the distance from the sphere to the 

detector, the scattered field may be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by 

Eso I'V Eo~ii~rCOS(¢)S2(COS(f})), 

EsiP I'V -Eo~ii~rsin(¢)Sl(COS(f})), 

nc 2n + 1 
Sl = L ( 1) (an7l'n + bnTn), 

n=O n n+ 
nc 2n + 1 

S2 = L ( 1) (anTn + bn7rn ). 
n=O n n+ 

(B.41) 

(B.42) 

Although the choice of the proper number of tenns nc depends upon one's accuracy 

requirements, nc "" x is typical, where x = ka is the size parameter. TIle angle

dependent functions 7r n and Tn are defined 

7r -~ 
n - sin(O) ' 

-ill Tn - dO , 

IThe notation in this Appendix is essentially identical to that found in Bohren and Huffman 
[4], chapter 4. 
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where the P; are the associated Legendre functions of the first kind. They are 

defined by 

the P n being the Legendre polynomials. Defining the relative refractive index 

m = NdN, where Nl and N are the refractive indices of the particle and the 

mediwn, respectively, the coefficients an and bn in equation B.42 are given by 

\"\lth the Riccatti-Bessel functions 'ljJn and ~n defined as 

'ljJn{P) = pjn{P) , 

~n{P) = ph~l)(p). 

(B,43) 

(B.44) 

11le jn in the Riccatti-Bessel functions are one of the families of the spherical 



Bessel functions 

jn{P) = IfpJn+~ (p), 

Yn{P) = Ifpy~+~ (p), 
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Jv and Y~ being the Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. TIle 

h~l) in equation B.44 are one of the families of the spherical Hankel functions, and 

are defined in terms of the jn and Yn, 

If a nonnally incident plane wave of arbitrary linear polarization is written 

E (1<'.' E') ikz / = "."'lI/e" + .LleJ. e , (B.45) 

,vith ell = ex and eJ. = ey , then the cormection between the incident and scattered 

fields may be expressed 

Introducing 

811 = HI S2 12 + I Sl 12), 

812 = HI S2 12 - I Sl 12), 

833 = HS2S1 + S2Si), 

83-1 = ~(S281 - S2Si), 

the scattering by a sphere can be written in tenllS of its :rvIueller matrix: 

Is 

Qs 

Us 

Vs 

o 
o 

o 0 S33 S34 

o 0 -S3-1 S33 

(B.46) 

(BA7) 

(BAS) 
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Note that only three of the four matrix elements are independent, since 

These Sij can be computed numerically; in this work a slightly modified version 

of the progranl found in Appendix A of Bohren and Huffman [4] was used for this 

purpose. Lastly, the scattering and extinction cross sections are given by: 

Csca = ~: I)2n + 1)(1 an 12 + 1 bn 1

2
), 

n=l 

(BAg) 

and 

(B.50) 
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APPENDIX C 

Listing of FORTRAN Program REFCYL 

program refcyl 

c **************************************************************** 
c COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

c All rights reserved. 

c ***************************************************************** 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

WARNING! 

The authors of this program make no guarantees 

concerning the validity of its output, and are not 

responsible for any losses or damages resulting from 

its use. At best, the physical model used in this 

program is only approximate. Thus, even under optimum 

conditions perfect performance cannot be expected. 

This program has been tested for a very limited 

number of cases, and it is certainly possible that 

it might fail for some choices of the input parameters. 

The user alone is responsible for ascertaining the 

accuracy of the output. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c ***************************************************************** 
c 

c REFCYL calculates the scattering by a cylinder on a substrate. 

c 

c REFCYL calculates the size parameter (x) and relative 
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c refractive index (refrel) for a given cylinder refractive 

c index, medium refractive index, radius, and free space 

c wavelength. It then calls BHCYL, the subroutine that 

c computes amplitude scattering matrix elements and 

c efficiencies. Last, it calls REFLECT, which calculates the 

c effect of the substrate on the scattering. 

c 

c last modified 24 April 1991 ldl 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

complex*16 refrel,t1(2000),t2(2000),tr1(2000),tr2(2000) 

real*8 ang,dang,t11nor,tpar,fin 

real*8 tper,t11,t12,t33,t34,qexpar,qexper,pol,iperp,iperpnor 

real*8 pi,sim,sre,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,x,qscpar,qscper 

real*8 tilt,beta 

integer intang,npts,j,numcol,jstart,jstop,region,pass,sumonly 

integer resoltn,allsig 

character msg*50 

character*20 t11name,t12name,t33name,t34name,iprpname 

pi=3.14159265 

numcol=2 

call init(msg,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre,beta, 

1resoltn,region,sumonly,allsig) 

fin = 180.0 

intang = 180 * resoltn 

dang = fin / dfloat(intang) 

ref reI = dcmplx(refre,refim) / dcmplx(refmed,O.O) 

x=2.0*pi*rad*refmed/wavel 

c **************************************************************** 

c 
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c refmed = real refractive index of surrounding medium 

c refractive index of cylinder = refre + i*refim 

c radius (rad) and wavelength (wavel) have the same units 

c fin = final angle (degrees) 

c intang = number of intervals between 0 and fin 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

open(unit=61,file='e:refcyl.dat',status='new') 

write(61,ll) 

write(61,12) refmed,refre,refim 

write(61,13) rad,wavel 

write(61,14) x 

write(61,15) 

endif 

call bhcyl(x,refrel,tl,t2,qscpar,qscper,qexpar,qexper,fin, 

lintang) 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

tllname = 'e:tll.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperp.dat' 

pass = 0 

else 

pass = 12 

call getnames(pass,tllname,t12name,t33name,t34name,iprpname, 

1msg) 

end if 

77 call reflect(tl,t2,tilt,sim,sre,refmed,rad,wavel,jstart,jstop, 



lqscpar,qscper,region,trl,tr2,beta,resoltn,sumonly,pass) 

npts = jstop - jstart + 1 

open(unit=62,file=tllname,status=)new») 

write(62,*)msg 

write(62,)(lx,i3,2x,i3)) npts,numcol 

if(allsig.eq.l) then 

open(unit=63,file=t12name,status=)new») 

open(unit=64,file=t33name,status=)new») 

open(unit=65,file=t34name,status=)new») 

open(unit=66,file=iprpname,status=)new») 

write(63,*)msg 

write(64,*)msg 

write(65,*)msg 

write(66,*)msg 

write(63,)(lx,i3,2x,i3)) npts,numcol 

write(64,)(lx,i3,2x,i3)) npts,numcol 

write(65,)(lx,i3,2x,i3)) npts,numcol 

write(66,)(lx,i3,2x,i3)) npts,numcol 

endif 

write(*,*)Now writing file) ,tl1name 

tllnor = 0.5 * (cdabs(tl(1))**2.0 + cdabs(t2(1))**2.0) 

iperpnor = cdabs(tl(1))**2.0 
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c **************************************************************** 

c 

c The t33 and t34 matrix elements are normalized by tll. tll 

c is normalized to 1.0 in the forward direction. 

c pol = degree of polarization (incident unpolarized light) 

c 

c ********************,~******************************************* 

do 107 j = jstart , jstop 
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ang = (dfloat(j) - 1.0) * dang 

tpar=cdabs(trl(j))**2.0 

tper=cdabs(tr2(j))**2.0 

tll=0.5*(tpar+tper) 

if(tll.lt.le-07) then 

POL = 0.0 

t33 = 0.0 

t34 = 0.0 

else 

t12=0.5*(tpar-tper) 

pol=t 12/t 11 

t33 = dreal(trl(j) * dconjg(tr2(j))) / tll 

t34 = dimag(trl(j) * dconjg(tr2(j))) / tll 

endif 

t11=tll/tllnor 

iperp = tpar / iperpnor 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

write(61,68) ang,tll,pol,t33,t34 

endif 

write(62,17) ang, t11 

if(allsig.eq.l) then 

write(63,17) ang,pol 

wri te(64, 17) ang, t33 

write(65,17) ang, t34 

write(66,17) ang, iperp 

endif 

continue 

close(unit=62) 

if(allsig.eq.l) then 

close(unit=63) 
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close(unit=64) 

close(unit=65) 

close(unit=66) 

endif 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

write(61,67) qsepar,qexpar,qseper,qexper 

elose(unit=61) 

elose(unit=78) 

else 

if(pass.gt.O) then 

pass = pass - 1 
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eall getnames(pass,tllname,t12name,t33name,t34name,iprpname, 

lmsg) 

goto 77 

endif 

endif 

write(*,*) 'Output in refeyl, tll, t12, t33, t34, iperp (.dat)' 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) '**********************************************' 

*' 
write(*,*) '********All output files on ramdrive E********' 

write(*,*) '******** ********' 

write(*,*) '********Copy them to disk or lose them********' 

write(*,*) '* *' 

write(*,*) '**********************************************' 

1 format(/lx,a,$) 

11 format(/lx,'CYLINDER ON A SUBSTRATE SCATTERING PROGRAM' ,II) 

12 format(5x,'refmed = ' ,f8.4,3x,'refre = , ,e14.6,3x,'refim = , 

le14.6) 

13 format(5x,'eylinder radius = , ,f7.3,3x,'wavelength = ' ,f7.4) 



c 

160 

14 format(5x,' s ize parameter = l,f8.3/) 

15 format(//2x,'ANGLE' ,7x,IT11' ,13x,'POL' ,13x,IT33 I ,13x,IT34 ' //) 

16 format(1x,i5,i5) 

17 format(1x,f9.4,2x,f9.4) 

67 format(//,'QSCPAR = I ,e14.6,3x,'QEXPAR = I ,e14.6,/,'QSCPER = 
1e14.6,3x,'QEXPER = l,e14.6,//) 

68 format(1x,f8.2,4(2x,e13.6» 

stop 

end 

c **************************************************************** 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

COPYRIGHT (c) John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1983. 

All rights reserved. 

* 
* 
* 
* 

Subroutine BHCYL calculates amplitude scattering matrix * 
elements and efficiencies for extinction and scattering * 
for a given size parameter and relative refractive index. * 
The incident light is normal to the cylinder axis. * 

par - electric field parallel to the cylinder axis 

per - electric field perpendicular to the cylinder axis 

Series terminated after NSTOP terms. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

subroutine bhcyl(x,refrel,t1,t2,qscpar,qscper,qexpar,qexper,fin, 

1intang) 

real*8 qexpar,qexper,fin,ang,theta 



real*8 bj(1000) ,by(1000),f(1000) ,xstop,ymod,dang,alpha,rn 

real*8 gamma,pi,degtorad,twodivpi,x,qscpar,qscper,c 
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integer intang,nstop,nrnx,npts,j,n,nn,k,ndelta,mst,m1,1,ml,m2 

integer 11,m4,kk,ns 

complex*16 refrel,t1(2000),t2(2000) 

complex*16 y,an,bn.aO,bO,g(1000),bh(1000) 

pi=3.14159265 

gamma=0.577215664 

degtorad=0.017453292 

twodivpi=0.636619772 

y=x*refrel 

ymoJ=cabs(y) 

xstop=x+4.0*x**0.3333+2.0 

nstop=xstop 

nmx=int (dmax1 (xstop,ymod)+15) 

npts=intang+1 

dang = fin / dfloat(intang) 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c Logarithmic derivative g(j) calculated by downward recurrence 

c beginning with initial value 0.0 + i*O.O at j = nmx 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

g(nrnx) = dcmplx(O.O,O.O) 

nn=nmx-1 

do 120 n=1,nn 

k=nmx-n 

rn=k+1 

g(k)=«rn-2.0)/y)-(1.0/(g(k+1)+(rn-1.0)/y)) 
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120 continue 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c Bessel functions j(n) are computed by downward recurrence 

c beginning at n = nstop + ndelta. 

c Bessel functions yen) are computed by upward recurrence, 

c bj(n+1) = j(n), by(n+1) = yen). 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

ndelta=(101.0+x)**0.499 

mst=nstop+ndelta 

mst=(mst/2)*2 

f(mst+1)=0.0 

f(mst)=1.0e-32 

m1=mst-1 

do 201 l=1,m1 

ml=mst-l 

f(ml)=2.0*dfloat(ml)*f(ml+1)/x-f(ml+2) 

201 continue 

alpha=f(1) 

m2=mst-2 

do 202 ll=2,m2,2 

alpha=alpha+2.0*f(ll+1) 

202 continue 

do 203 n=1,m1 

bj(n)=f(n)/alpha 

203 continue 

by(1)=bj(1)*(dlog(x/2.0)+gamma) 

m4=mst/2-1 

do 204 l=1,m4 



by(1)=by(1)-2.0*«-1.0)**1)*bj(2*1+1)/dfloat(1) 

204 continue 

by(l)=twodivpi*by(l) 

by(2)=(bj(2)*by(1)-twodivpi/x)/bj(1) 

ns=nstop-1 

do 205 kk=1,ns 

by(kk+2)=2.0*float(kk)*by(kk+1)/x-by(kk) 

205 continue 

nn=nstop+l 

do 715 n=1,nn 

bh(n) = dcmplx(bj(n),by(n» 

715 continue 

aO=(g(1)*bj(1)/refrel+bj(2»/(g(1)*bh(1)/refrel+bh(2» 

bO=(refrel*g(1)*bj(1)+bj(2»/(refrel*g(1)*bh(1)+bh(2» 

qscpar=cdabs(bO)**2.0 

qscper=cdabs(aO)**2.0 

do 101 k=l,npts 

tl (k)=bO 

t2(k)=aO 

101 continue 

do 123 n=l,nstop 

rn=n 

an=(g(n+l)/refrel+rn/x)*bj(n+l)-bj(n) 

an=an/«g(n+l)/refrel+rn/x)*bh(n+l)-bh(n» 

bn=(refrel*g(n+l)+rn/x)*bj(n+l)-bj(n) 

bn=bn/«refrel*g(n+l)+rn/x)*bh(n+l)-bh(n» 

do 102 j=l,npts 

ang = (dfloat(j) - 1.0) * dang 

theta = ang * degtorad 

c = cos(rn * theta) 
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t1(j)=2.0*bn*c+t1(j) 

t2(j)=2.0*an*c+t2(j) 

102 continue 

qscpar=qscpar+2.0*cdabs(bn)**2.0 

qscper=qscper+2.0*cabs(an)**2.0 

123 continue 

qscpar=(2.0/x)*qscpar 

qscper=(2.0/x)*qscper 

qexper=(2.0/x)*real(t2(1» 

qexpar=(2.0/x)*real(t1(1» 

return 

end 

1M 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c Subroutine INIT reads an input file containing indicies of 

c refraction, etc. It also asks for the output file name. 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

c All rights reserved. 

c 

c *************************************************************** 

c 

subroutine init(msg,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre, 

1beta,resoltn,region,sumonly,allsig) 

character msg*50,fnarne*20,datatag*50 

real*8 rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre,beta 

integer region,sumonly,resoltn,allsig 

logical present 



fname = 'refcyl.inp' 

inquire(file=fname,exist=present) 

if(present) then 

open(unit=10,file=fname) 

read(10,'(a)')msg 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,rad 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,wavel 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refre 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refim 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refmed 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,tilt 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,sre 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,sim 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,beta 

read(10, '(a,i2) ')datatag,resoltn 

read(10,'(a,il)')datatag,region 

read(10,'(a,il)')datatag,surnonly 

read(10,'(a,il)')datatag,allsig 

close(unit=10) 

else 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 'CYLINDER ON SUBSTRATE PROGRAM' 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 

write(*,l) 'Enter message 

read(*,'(a)') msg 

write(*,l) 'Enter cylinder radius 

read(*,*) rad 

write(*,l) 'Enter wavelength 
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read(*,*) wavel 

write(*,l) 'Enter refmed 

read(*,*) refmed 

write(*,l) 'Enter refre 

read(*,*) refre 

write(*,l) 'Enter refim 

read(*,*) refim 

write(*,l) 'Enter substrate tilt angle (measured from 90) 

read(*,*) tilt 

write(*,l) 'Enter real part of substrate refractive index 

read(*,*) sre 

write(*,l) 'Enter imaginary part of substrate refr. index 

read(*,*) sim 

write(*,l) 'Enter limit angle beta for calculation of E 

read(*,*) beta 

write(*,l) 'Enter number of angles per degree 

read(*,*) resoltn 

write(*,*) 'Caluclate scattering above (1) or below (2)' 

write(*,l) 'specular reflection angle 

read(*,*) region 

endif 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*)'msg = , ,msg 

write(*,*)'rad = , ,rad 

write(*,*)'wavel = , ,wavel 

write(*,*)'refre = , ,refre 

write(*,*)'refim = , ,refim 

write(*,*)'refmed = , ,refmed 

write(*,*) 'tilt = , , tilt 
write(*,*)'sre = , ,sre 
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c 

c 

c 

1 

write(*,*)'sim 

write(*,*)'beta 

write(*,*)'resoltn 

write(*,*) 'region 

write(*,*)'sumonly 

write(*,*)'allsig 

wri te(*, *) 

return 

format(lx,a,$) 

end 
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= , ,sim 

= , ,beta 

= , ,resoltn 

= , ,region 

= , ,sumonly 

= , ,allsig 

subroutine reflect(t1,t2,tilt,sim,sre,refmed,rad,wavel,jstart, 

1jstop,qscpar,qscper,region,tr1,tr2,beta,resoltn,sumonly,pass) 

c * 
c * 
c *************************************************************** 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* 
* COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

* All rights reserved. 

* 
* REFLECT calculates the effect of the substrate. There are 

* twelve fields included in this model. 

* 
* A 

* B 

* C 

* D 

Scattered field 

Reflected Scattered field 

Scattered Reflected field 

Reflected Scattered Reflected field 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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c * E Scattered Reflected Scattered field * 

c * F Reflected Scattered Reflected Scattered field * 

c * G Scattered Reflected Scattered Reflected field * 

c * H RSRSR field * 

c * I SRSRS field * 

c * J RSRSRS field * 

c * K SRSRSR field * 

c * L RSRSRSR field * 

c * * 

c *************************************************************** 

c * 

c 

integer j,jb,jc,jd,subang,specang,jj,kk 

integer jstart,jstop,region,sumonly,pass,resoltn 

integer jel,je2,jfl,jf2,jgl,jg2,jhl,jh2,jil,ji2,ji3,jjl,jj2,jj3 

integer jkl,jk2,jk3,jll,j12,j13 

complex*16 tl(2000),t2(2000),tla,tlb,tlc,tld,tle,t2a,t2b,t2c 

complex*16 m,nl,costgam,costphi,tlf,t2f,tlg,t2g,tlh,t2h,tli,t2i 

complex*16 trl(2000),tr2(2000),tlj,t2j,tlk,t2k,tll,t2l,t2d,t2e 

complex*16 rparO,rperpO,rpargam,rperpgam,rparphi,rperpphi 

complex*16 enormper,enormpar,inormper,inormpar,shadow,dist 

complex*16 phaseb,phasec,phased,phasee,phasef,phaseg,phaseh 

complex*16 phasei,phasej,phasek,phasel,inorl,inor2 

real*8 tilt,sim,sre,k,wavel,rad,pi,cosigam,cosiphi,enuml,enum2 

real*8 twogr,cg,sg,tg,b,psi,c,al,beta,degtorad,tiltr,inuml,inum2 

real*8 phir,phi,refmed,theta,edenoml,edenom2 

real*8 qscpar,qscper,kc 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 'Entering REFLECT' 

write(*,*) 
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c 

c 

c***********************************************************~********* 

c * 
c Various preliminary calculations. * 
c * 
c********************************************************************* 
c 

c 

c 

c 

pi = 3.14159265 

degtorad = 2 * pi / 360.0 

k = 2 * pi * refmed / wavel 

nl = dcmplx(sre,sim) 

m = nl/dcmplx(refmed,O.O) 

c Calculate substrate and specular angles. 

c 

c 

subang = 90 - int(tilt + 0.5) 

specang = 180 - int«2 * tilt) + 0.5) 

c Determine starting and stopping scattering angle indices. 

c 

if(region.eq.l) then 

jstart = (subang * resoltn) + 1 

jstop = (specang * resoltn) + 1 

else 

jstart = (specang * resoltn) + 1 

jstop = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

endif 
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c 

c Calculate cosines of incidence and transmission angles. 

c 

tiltr = tilt * degtorad 

costgam=cdsqrt(dcmplx(1.0,O.O)-(dcmplx(dsin(tiltr),O.O)/m)**2.0) 

cosigam = dcos(tiltr) 

c 

c Calculate Fresnel reflection factors for 0 degrees and for 

c the substrate angle. 

c 

c 

rparO = (1 - m)/(l + m) 

rperpO = (1 - m)/(l + m) 

rpargam = (costgam - m * cosigam)/(costgam + m * cosigam) 

rperpgam = (cosigam - m * costgam)/(cosigam + m * costgam) 

c Calculate the phase shifts for fields C, E, G, I, and K. 

c 

phasec = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad * cosigam)) 

phasee = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad)) 

phaseg = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad * (1 + cosigam))) 

phasei = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,4.0 * k * rad)) 

phasek = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad * (2 + cosigam))) 

c 

c 

c 

c********************************************************************* 

c * 
c Calculate normalization for fields E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and L. * 

c * 
c********************************************************************* 



c 

c 

c 

inor1 = dcmplx(cdabs(t1(1)),O.O) 

inor2 = dcmplx(cdabs(t2(1)),0.0) 

edenom1 = 0.0 

edenom2 = 0.0 

enum1 = 0.0 

enum2 = 0.0 

jj = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

do 700 j = 1, jj 

edenom1 = edenom1 + cdabs(t1(j))**2.0 

edenom2 = edenom2 + cdabs(t2(j))**2.0 

700 continue 

if (tilt.lt.beta) then 
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do 710 j = 1, (int(((beta - tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1) 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(t1(j))**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(t2(j))**2.0 

710 continue 

do 720 j = 2,(int(((beta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1) 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(t1(j))**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(t2(j))**2.0 

720 continue 

else 

jj = int(((tilt beta) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

kk = int(((tilt + beta) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

do 730 j = jj,kk 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(t1(j))**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(t2(j))**2.0 

730 continue 



c 

end if 

inuml = 0.0 

inum2 = 0.0 

jj = int(((180 - beta) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

kk = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

do 740 j = jj,kk 

inum1 = inuml + cdabs(t1(j))**2.0 

inum2 = inum2 + cdabs(t2(j))**2.0 

740 continue 

c Calculate the distance attenuation factors 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Fields E-H 

Fields I-L 

dist 

dist**2.0 

kc = 2 * pi * refmed / wavel 

dist = dcmplx((1.0 / (pi * kc * rad))**0.5,0.0) 

c Note the connections below: 

c 

c enormpar <-> qscper enormper <-> qscpar. 

c 

1-·) 
1-

c See comments below (immediately preceding loop 800) concerning 

c differences in definitions for sphere and cylinder cases. 

c 

enormpar = dcmplx(((qscper * enum2)/edenom2)**0.5,0.0) 

enormpar = enormpar * dist / inor2 

enormper = dcmplx(((qscpar * enum1)/edenom1)**0.5,0.0) 

enormper = enormper * dist / inor1 

inormpar = enormpar * dcmplx((inum2/edenom2)**0.5,0.0) 



c 

c 

c 

inormpar = inormpar * dist / inor2 

inormper = enormper * dcmplx«inum1/edenom1)**0.5,O.0) 

inormper = inormper * dist / inor1 
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c********************************************************************* 

c * 
c Calculate the "shadowing" for fields C, D, G, H, K and L. * 
c * 
c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 

twogr = 2.0 * tiltr 

cg = dcos(tiltr) 

sg = dsin(til tr) 

tg = dtan(tiltr) 

b = rad * (1 + «1 - sg)/ cg)** 2.0) ** 0.5 

if(tilt.lt.30.0) then 

psi = datan(cg/(1 sg)) - twogr 

c = b * dsin(psi) 

a1 = 3 * c * dabs(rad**2.0 - c**2.0)**0.5 

a1 = a1 + rad**2.0 * dasin(dabs(1.0 - (c/rad)**2.0)**0.5) 

shadow = dcmplx(a1/(pi * rad**2.0),O.0) 

else 

psi = twogr - datan(cg/(1 - sg)) 

c = b * dsin(psi) 

a1 = 3*c*dabs(rad**2.0 - c**2.0)**0.5 

a1 = a1 + rad**2.0 * dasin(dabs(1.0 - (c/rad)~<*2.0)**0.5) 



c 

c 

shadow = dcmplx((pi * rad**2.0 - a1)/(pi * rad**2.0),O.O) 

endif 

li4 

c 

c********************************************************************* 

c * 
c Calculate t1 and t2 as a function of angle. The free cylinder * 

c values for t1 and t2 are first calculated by the subroutine * 

c BHCYL and passed to this subroutine as input. Using the free * 

c cylinder values, the various fields are calculated. rhese * 

c fields are added together and the result is stored back into * 

c t1 and t2. t1 and t2 are then passed back to the main program, * 

c 

c 

which calculates the matrix elements in the usual way. * 
* 

c ***********************> WARNING I I I <********************** * 

c 

c 

c 

Due to the differences in definitions of parallel and 

perpendicular unit vectors for the case of particles and the 

* 
* 
* 

c case of cylinders, there is a chance for confusion with regard * 

c to t1 and t2. For a cylinder with the illumination normal to * 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

the axis of the cylinder: 

t1 <***> Parallel to cylinder axis <***> Perpendicular to 

Scattering Plane 

t2 <***> Perpendicular to cyl. axis <***> Parallel to 

Scattering Plane 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c * 
c In this program, I do not relabel any of the variables used in * 
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c the free cylinder scattering calculations, thus preserving in * 

c those sections of code the t1 <***> parallel and * 

c t2 <***> perpendicular notation. However, these definitions * 

c of parallel and perpendicular are effectively reversed when * 

c reflection is calculated. For reflection (and for scattering * 

c by particles), parallel and perpendicular are defined with * 

c respect to the plane of reflection. In this subroutine the * 

c reflection factors are labeled using the standard convention * 
c for reflection. This gives rise to potentially confusing * 

c statements, for example * 

c 

c 

c 

t1b = phaseb * rperpphi * t1(jb) 

t2b = phaseb * rparphi * t2(jb) 

* 
* 
* 

c * 
c None of this matters except for the labelling of the IPERP.DAT * 

c output file, where I have chosen to use the convention for * 

c particle scattering/reflection instead of that for cylinders. * 

c IPERP.dat contains the scattered intensity for a cylinder on a * 

c substrate illuminated by light polarized parallel to the axis * 

c 

c 

c 

c 

of the substrate. 

In Bohren and Huffman, this inconsistency is apparently 

recognized and dealt with by labelling the elements of the 

* 
* 
* 
* 

c Jones matrix differently, as can be seen by comparing equation * 

c (4.75) on page 112 to equation (8.40) on page 205. * 

c * 
c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 



c 

c 

c 

c 
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do 800 j = jstart.jstop 

theta = (dfloat(j-l)/dfloat(resoltn» 

phi = dabs(180.0 - (theta + tilt» 

phir = phi * degtorad 

costphi=cdsqrt(dcmplx(1.0,0.0)-(dcmplx(dsin(phir),0.0)/m)**2.0) 

cosiphi = dcos(phir) 

if(dabs(cosiphi).lt.le-07) then 

rparphi = (0.0,-1.0) 

rperpphi = (-1.0,0.0) 

else 

rparphi = (costphi - m * dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O» 

rparphi = rparphi/(costphi + m * dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O» 

rperpphi = (dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O) - m * costphi) 

rperpphi = rperpphi/(dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O) + m * costphi) 

endif 

Compute phases for fields 

phaseb = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * cosiphi» 

phased = cdexp(dcmplx(0.O,2.0 * k * rad * (cosiphi+cosigarn») 

phasef = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad * (1 + cosiphi») 

phaseh = cdexp(dcmplx(O.0,2.0 * k * rad * (l+cosiphi+cosigarn») 

phasej = cdexp(dcmplx(O.O,2.0 * k * rad * (2 + cosiphi») 

phasel = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (2+cosiphi+cosigarn») 

c Compute A Scattered field 

c 

c 

tla = tl(j) 

t2a = t2(j) 



c Compute B Reflected Scattered field 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

jb = int«dabs(phi - tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + i 

tib = phaseb * rperpphi * ti(jb) 

t2b = phaseb * rparphi * t2(jb) 

Compute C Scattered Reflected field 

jc = int«dabs(phi - tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + i 

tic = phasec * rperpgam * shadow * ti(jc) 

t2c = phasec * rpargam * shadow * t2(jc) 

c Compute D RSR field 

c 

c 

jd = j 
tid = phased * rperpphi * rperpgam * shadow * ti(jd) 

t2d = phased * rparphi *rpargam * shadow * t2(jd) 

c Compute E SRS field 

c 

c 

jei = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + i 

je2 = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

tie = phasee * rperpO * tl(jel) * enormper * tl(je2) 

t2e = phasee * rparO * t2(jel) * enormpar * t2(je2) 

c Compute F RSRS field 

c 

jfi = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jf2 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

tif = phasef * rperpO * rperpphi * enormper 

Iii 



c 

t1f = t1f * t1(jf1) * t1(jf2) 

t2f = phasef * rparO * rparphi * enormpar 

t2f = t2f * t2(jf1) * t2(jf2) 
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c Compute G SRSR field 

c 

c 

jg1 = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jg2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

t1g = phaseg * rperpO * rperpgam * shadow * enormper 

t1g = t1g * t1(jg1) * t1(jg2) 

t2g = phaseg * rparO * rpargam * shadow * enormpar 

t2g = t2g * t2(jg1) * t2(jg2) 

c Compute H RSRSR field 

c 

c 

jh1 = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jh2 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

t1h = phaseh * rperpgarn * rperpO * rperpphi * shadow * enormper 

t1h = t1h * t1(jh1) * t1(jh2) 

t2h = phaseh * rpargam * rparO * rparphi * shadow * enormpar 

t2h = t2h * t2(jh1) * t2(jh2) 

c Compute I SRSRS field 

c 

jii = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

ji2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

ji3 = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

tii = phasei * rperpO * rperpO * inormper 

tii = tii * t1(ji1) * t1(ji2) * t1(ji3) 

t2i = phasei * rparO * rparO * inormpar 
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t2i = t2i * t2(jii) * t2(ji2) * t2(ji3) 

c 

c Compute J RSRSRS field 

c 

c 

jji = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jj2 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jj3 = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

tij = phasej * rperpO * rperpO * rperpphi * inormper 

tij = t1j * t1(jj1) * ti(jj2) * t1(jj3) 

t2j = phasej * rparO * rparO * rparphi * inormpar 

t2j = t2j * t2(jj1) * t2(jj2) * t2(jj3) 

c Compute K SRSRSR field 

c 

c 

jk1 = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jk2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jk3 = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

tik = phasek * rperpO * rperpO * rperpgam * shadow * inormper 

tik = t1k * t1(jki) * ti(jk2) * t1(jk3) 

t2k = phasek * rparO * rparO * rpargam * shadow * inormpar 

t2k = t2k * t2(jki) * t2(jk2) * t2(jk3) 

c Compute L RSRSRSR field 

c 

j11 = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

j12 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

j13 = int«180 * resoltn) + 0.5) * 1 

t1l = phasel * rperpgam * rperpO * rperpphi * shadow * inormper 

til = t1l * t1(jli) * ti(j12) * rperpO * ti(j13) 

t2l = phase 1 * rpargam * rparO * rparphi * shadow * inormpar 
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t21 = t21 * t2(jli) * t2(j12) * rparO * t2(j13) 

c 

c Add fields 

c 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

trl(j) = tla+tlb+tlc+tld+tle+tlf+tlg+tih+tli+tlj+tlk+ti1 

tr2(j) = t2a+t2b+t2c+t2d+t2e+t2f+t2g+t2h+t2i+t2j+t2k+t2l 

else 

if(pass.eq.12) then 

trl(j) = tia+tlb+tlc+tld+tle+tlf+tlg+tlh+tli+tlj+tik+tll 

tr2(j) = t2a+t2b+t2c+t2d+t2e+t2f+t2g+t2h+t2i+t2j+t2k+t2l 

endif 

if(pass.eq.ll) then 

trl(j) = tla 

tr2(j) = t2a 

endif 

if(pass.eq.l0) then 

tr1(j) = tlb 

tr2(j) = t2b 

endif 

if(pass.eq.9) then 

trl(j) = tic 

tr2(j) = t2c 

endif 

if(pass.eq.8) then 

tr1(j) = t1d 

tr2(j) = t2d 

endif 

if(pass.eq.7) then 

trl(j) = tie 



tr2(j) = t2e 

endif 

if(pass.eq.6) then 

tr1(j) = tif 

tr2(j) = t2f 

endif 

if(pass.eq.5) then 

tr1(j) = t1g 

tr2(j) = t2g 

endif 

if(pass.eq.4) then 

tr1(j) = t1h 

tr2(j) = t2h 

endif 

if(pass.eq.3) then 

tr1(j) = tii 
tr2(j) = t2i 

endif 

if(pass.eq.2) then 

tr1(j) = t1j 

tr2(j) = t2j 

endif 

if(pass.eq.1) then 

tr1(j) = t1k 

tr2(j) = t2k 

endif 

if(pass.eq.O) then 

tr1(j) = til 
tr2(j) = t21 

endif 
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c 

endif 

800 continue 

return 

end 

subroutine getnames(pass ,t11name,t12name,t33name,t34name , 

1iprpname,msg) 
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c **************************************************************** 
c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

* All rights reserved. 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

c **************************************************************** 
c 

integer pass 

character msg*50 

character*20 t11name,t12name,t33name,t34name,iprpname 

if(pass.eq.12) then 

t11name = 'e:t11all.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12all.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33all.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34all.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpall.dat' 

end if 

if(pass.eq.11) then 

t11name = 'e:t11a.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12a.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33a.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34a.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpa.dat' 



msg = 'Field A' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.l0) then 

tllname = 'e:tllb.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12b.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33b.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34b.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpb.dat' 

msg = 'Field B' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.9) then 

tllname = 'e:tllc.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12c.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33c.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34c.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpc.dat' 

msg = 'Field C' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.8) then 

tllname = 'e:tlld.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12d.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33d.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34d.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpd.dat' 

msg = 'Field D' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.7) then 

tllname = 'e:tlle.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12e.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33e.dat' 
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t34name = 'e:t34e.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpe.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field E' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.6) then 

t11name = 'e:t11f.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12f.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33f.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34f.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpf.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field F' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.5) then 

t11name = 'e:t11g.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12g.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33g.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34g.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpg.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field G' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.4) then 

t11name = 'e:t11h.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12h.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33h.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34h.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperph.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field H' 

end if 

if(pass.eq.3) then 

t11name = 'e:t11i.dat' 
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t12name = 'e:t12i.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33i.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34i.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpi.dat' 

msg = 'Field I' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.2) then 

t11name = 'e:t11j .dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12j.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33j.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34j.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpj.dat' 

msg = 'Field J' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.1) then 

t11name = 'e:t11k.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12k.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33k.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34k.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpk.dat' 

msg = 'Field K' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.O) then 

t11name = 'e:t11l.dat' 

t12name = 'e:t12l.dat' 

t33name = 'e:t33l.dat' 

t34name = 'e:t34l.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpl.dat' 

msg = 'Field L' 

endif 
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return 

end 
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APPENDIX D 

Listing of Sample Input File for REFCYL 

F18 on Al - all fields 

'cylinder radius 

'wavelength 

'real part of cylinder refractive index 

'imaginary part of cylinder refractive index 

, ,1. 304e1 

, ,9. 27eO 

, ,2 .15eO 

, ,2 .38eO 

'real part of medium refractive index ',1.0eO 

'tilt angle of substrate (measured from 90 deg) ',O.OeO 

'real part of substrate refractive index 

'imaginary part of substrate refractive index 

'limit angle beta for calculation of field E 

, ,2. 24e1 

, ,8 .45e1 

',3.0e1 

'number of angles per degree ' ,2 

'calculate below (1) or above (2) specular angle',1 

'Calculate all fields (0) or only sum (1) , ,0 

'Calculate all signals (1) or just S11 (0) '0 
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********************************************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

All rights reserved. 

*********** Input File for REFCYL.FOR *********** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

********************************************************************** 
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APPENDIX E 

Listing of FORTRAN Program REFl\I1IE 

program refmie 

c ***************************************************************** 
c COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

c All rights reserved. 

c ***************************************************************** 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

WARNING! 

The authors of this program make no guarantees 

concerning the validity of its output, and are not 

responsible for any losses or damages resulting from 

its use. At best, the physical model used in this 

program is only approximate. Thus, even under optimum 

conditions perfect performance cannot be expected. 

This program has been tested for a very limited 

number of cases, and it is certainly possible that 

it might fail for some choices of the input parameters. 

The user alone is responsible for ascertaining the 

accuracy of the output. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c ***************************************************************** 
c 

c REFMIE calculates the scattering by a sphere on a substrate. 

c 

c REFMIE calculates the size parameter (x) and relative 
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c refractive index (refrel) for a given sphere refractive 

c index, medium refractive index, radius, and free space 

c wavelength. It then calls BHMIE, the subroutine that 

c computes amplitude scattering matrix elements and 

c efficiencies. Last, it calls REFLECT, which calculates the 

c effect of the substrate on the scattering. 

c 

c last modified 8 May 1991 Idl 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

complex*16 refrel,s1(2000),s2(2000),srt(2000),sr2(20pO) 

real*8 sper,s11,s12,s33,s34,pol,iperp,iperpnor,angj 

real*8 pi,sim,sre,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,x,qsca 

real*8 tilt,beta,s11nor,spar,dang 

integer nang,npts,j,numcol,jstart,jstop,region,pass,sumonly 

integer resoltn,allsig 

character msg*50 

character*20 s11name,s12name,s33name,s34name,iprpname 

pi=3.14159265 

numcol=2 

call init(msg,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre,beta, 

1resoltn,region,sumonly,allsig) 

nang = (90 * resoltn) + 1 

DANG=1.570796327/REAL(NANG-1) 

refrel=dcmplx(refre,refim)/refmed 

x=2.0*pi*rad*refmed/wavel 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c refmed = real refractive index of surrounding medium 

c refractive index of sphere = refre + i*refim 
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c radius (rad) and wavelength (wavel) have the same units 

c 

c **************************************************************** 

if(sumonly.eq.1) then 

open(unit=61,file=le:refmie.dat',status='new') 

write(61,11) 

write(61,12) refmed,refre,refim 

write(61,13) rad,wavel 

write(61,14) x 

write(61,15) 

endif 

CALL BHMIE(X,REFREL,NANG,Sl,S2,qsca) 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

sllname = 'e:sll.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33.uat' 

s34name = le:s34.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperp.dat ' 

pass = 0 

else 

pass = 12 

call getnames(pass,sllname,s12name,s33name,s34name,iprpname, 

lmsg) 

endif 

77 call reflect(sl,s2,tilt,sim,sre,refmed,rad,wavel,jstart,jstop, 

lqsca,region,srl,sr2,beta,resoltn,sumonly,pass) 

npts = jstop - jstart + 1 

open(unit=62,file=sllname,status='new' ) 

write(62,*)msg 

write(62,'(1x,i3,2x,i3)') npts,numcol 



if(allsig.eq.1) then 

open(unit=63,file=s12name,status='new') 

open(unit=64,file=s33name,status='new') 

open(unit=65,file=s34name,status='new') 

open(unit=66,file=iprpname,status='new') 

write(63,*)msg 

write(64,*)msg 

write(65,*)msg 

write(66,*)msg 

write(63,'(1x,i3,2x,i3)') npts,numcol 

write(64,'(1x,i3,2x,i3)') npts,numcol 

write(65,'(1x,i3,2x,i3)') npts,numcol 

write(66,'(1x,i3,2x,i3)') npts,numcol 

endif 

write(*,*)'Now writing file' ,s11name 

s11nor=0.5*(cdabs(s1(1))**2.0 + cdabs(s2(1))**2.0) 

iperpnor = cdabs(s1(1))**2.0 
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c **************************************************************** 

c 

c The s33 and s34 matrix elements are normalized by s11. s11 

c is normalized to 1.0 in the forward direction. 

c pol = degree of polarization (incident unpolarized light) 

c 

c ********************************,~******************************* 

do 107 j = jstart , jstop 

spar=cdabs(sr2(j))**2.0 

sper=cdabs(sr1(j))**2.0 

s11=O.5*(spar+sper) 

if(s11.lt.1e-07) then 

POL = 0.0 



s33 = 0.0 

s34 = 0.0 

else 

s12=0.5*(spar-sper) 

pol=s12/s11 

s33=dreal(sr2(j)*dconjg(srl(j)))/sll 

s34=dimag(sr2(j)*dconjg(srl(j)))/sll 

endif 

sl1=sl1/s11nor 

iperp = sper / iperpnor 

angj = float(j-l)/float(resoltn) 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 

write(61,68) angj,sll,pol,s33,s34 

endif 

write(62,17) angj,sll 

if(allsig.eq.l) then 

write(63,17) angj,pol 

write(64,17) angj,s33 

write(65,17) angj,s34 

write(66,17) angj,iperp 

endif 

107 continue 

close(unit=62) 

if(allsig.eq.l) then 

close(unit=63) 

close(unit=64) 

close(unit=65) 

close(unit=66) 

endif 

if(sumonly.eq.l) then 
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write(61,67) qsca 

close(unit=61) 

else 

if(pass.gt.O) then 

pass = pass - 1 
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call getnames(pass,sllname,s12name,s33name,s34name,iprpname, 

lmsg) 

goto 77 

endif 

endif 

write(*,*) 'Output in refmie, sll, s12, s33, s34, ip~rp (.dat)' 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) '**********************************************' 

write(*,*) '********All output files on ramdrive E********' 

write(*,*) '******** ********' 

write(*,*) '********Copy them to disk or lose them********' 

write(*,*) '* *' 

write(*,*) '**********************************************' 

1 format(/lx,a,$) 

11 format (/lx, 'SPHERE ON A SUBSTRATE SCATTERING PROGRAM' ,II) 

12 format(5x,'refmed = ',f8.4,3x,'refre = ',e14.6,3x,'refim = ' 

le14.6) 

13 format(5x,'sphere radius = ',f7.3,3x,'wavelength = ',f7.4) 

14 format (5x, 'size parameter = ',f8.3/) 

15 format (//2x, 'ANGLE' ,7x,'Sll' ,13x,'S12' ,13x,'S33',13x,'S34'//) 

16 format(lx,i5,i5) 

17 format(lx,f9.4,2x,f9.6) 

19 format(lx,f9.4,2x,f9.4) 

67 format(//,'Qsca = ',e14.6,//) 



68 forrnat(1x,f8.2,4(2x,e13.6)) 

stop 

end 

SUBROUTINE BHMIE(X,REFREL,NANG,S1,S2,qsca) 

c * 

lW 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* COPYRIGHT (c) John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1983. 

* All rights reserved. 

* 
* 
* SUBROUTINE BHMIE CALCULATES AMPLITUDE SCATTERING MATRIX 

* ELEMENTS AND EFFICIENCIES FOR EXTINCTION, TOTAL SCATTERING 

* AND BACKSCATTERING FOR A GIVEN SIZE PARAMETER AND 

* RELATIVE REFRACTIVE INDEX 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c **************************************************************** 

c 

real*8 AMU(1000),THETA(1000),PI(1000),TAU(1000),PIO(1000) 

real*8 Pll(1000) 

COMPLEX*16 D(3000),Y,XI,XIO,Xll,AN,BN 

cornplex*16 refrel,S1(2000),S2(2000) 

real*8 x,qsca,PSIO,PSI1,PSI,DN,DX,xstop,yrnod,rn,chiO,chi1,apsiO 

real*8 apsi1,apsi,chi,dang,fn,p,t 

integer nstop,j,n,nn,nrnx,jj 

DX=X 

Y=X*REFREL 

C ********************************************************** 

C SERIES TERMINATED AFTER NSTOP TERMS 

C ********************************************************** 



XSTOP=X+4.*X**(1./3.)+2.0 

NSTOP=XSTOP 

YMOD=cdabs(Y) 

NMX=AINT(MAX(XSTOP,YMOD))+15 

DANG=1.570796327/(NANG-l) 

DO 555 J=l,NANG 

THETA(J)=(J-l)*DANG 

AMU(J)=dcos(THETA(J)) 

555 continue 
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C ********************************************************** 

C LOGARITHMIC DERIVATIVE D(J) CALCULATED BY DOWNWARD, 

C RECURRENCE BEGINNING WITH INITIAL VALUE 0.0 + I*O.O 

C AT J = NMX 

C ********************************************************** 

D(NMX)=dcmplx(O.O,O.O) 

NN=NMX-l 

DO 120 N=l,NN 

RN=NMX-N+l 

120 D(NMX-N)=RN/Y-1./(D(NMX-N+l)+RN/Y) 

DO 666 J=l,NANG 

PIO(J)=O.O 

666 PI1(J)=1.0 

NN=2*NANG-l 

DO 777 J=l,NN 

Sl(J)=dcmplx(O.O,O.O) 

S2(J)=dcmplx(0.0,0.0) 

777 continue 

C ********************************************************** 

C RICCATI-BESSEL FUNCTIONS \HTH REAL ARGUMENT X 

C CALCULATED BY UPWARD RECURRENCE 
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C ********************************************************** 

PSIO=dcos(DX) 

PSll=dsin(DX) 

CHIO=-dsin(X) 

CHll=dcos(X) 

APSIO=PSIO 

APSI1=PSI1 

XIO=dcmplx(APSIO,-CHIO) 

Xll=dcmplx(APSll,-CHll) 

QSCA=O.O 

N=l 

200 DN=N 

RN=N 

FN=(2.*RN+l.)/(RN*(RN+l.)) 

PSI=(2.*DN-l.)*psr1/DX-PSIO 

APSI=PSI 

CHI=(2.*RN-l.)*CHll/X-CHIO 

XI=dcmplx(APSI,-CHI) 

AN=(D(N)/REFREL+RN/X)*APSI-APSll 

AN=AN/«D(N)/REFREL+RN/X)*XI-Xll) 

BN=(REFREL*D(N)+RN/X)*APSI-APSll 

BN=BN/«REFREL*D(N)+RN/X)*XI-Xll) 

QSCA=QSCA+(2.*RN+l.)*(cdabs(AN)*cdabs(AN)+cdabs(BN)*cdabs(BN)) 

DO 789 J=l,NANG 

JJ=2*NANG-J 

PI(J)=PI1(J) 

TAU(J)=RN*AMU(J)*PI(J)-(RN+l.)*PIO(J) 

P=(-1.)**(N-l) 

Sl(J)=Sl(J)+FN*(AN*PI(J)+BN*TAU(J)) 

T=(-1.)**N 



c 

S2(J)=S2(J)+FN*(AN*TAU(J)+BN*PI(J)) 

IF(J.EQ.JJ) GOTO 789 

S1(JJ)=S1(JJ)+FN*(AN*PI(J)*P+BN*TAU(J)*T) 

S2(JJ)=S2(JJ)+FN*(AN*TAU(J)*T+BN*PI(J)*P) 

789 CONTINUE 

PSIO=PSI1 

PSI1=PSI 

APSI1=PSI1 

CHIO=CHI1 

CHI1=CHI 

XI1=dcmplx(APSll,-CHI1) 

N=N+1 

RN=N 

DO 999 J=1,NANG 

PI1(J)=((2.*RN-1.)/(RN-1.))*AMU(J)*PI(J) 

PI1(J)=PI1(J)-RN*PIO(J)/(RN-1.) 

999 PIO(J)=PI(J) 

IF(N-1-NSTOP) 200,300,300 

300 QSCA=(2./(X*X))*QSCA 

RETURN 

END 
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c *************************************************************** 
c 

c Subroutine INIT reads an input file containing indicies of 

c refraction, etc. It also asks for the output file name. 

c 

c *************************************************************** 

c 

c COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 
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c All rights reserved. 

c 

c *************************************************************** 

c 

subroutine init(msg,rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre, 

lbeta,resoltn,region,sumonly,allsig) 

character msg*50,fname*20,datatag*50 

real*8 rad,wavel,refmed,refre,refim,tilt,sim,sre,beta 

integer region,sumonly,resoltn,allsig 

logical present 

fname = 'refmie.inp' 

inquire(file=fname,exist=present) 

if(present) then 

open(unit=10,file=fname) 

read(10,'(a)')msg 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,rad 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,wavel 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refre 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refim 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,refmed 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,tilt 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,sre 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,sim 

read(10,'(a,e14.6)')datatag,beta 

read(10,'(a,i2)')datatag,resoltn 

read(10,' (a, il) ')datatag,region 

read(10,'(a,il)')datatag,sumonly 

read(10,'(a,il)')datatag,allsig 

close(unit=10) 

else 



write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 'SPHERE ON SUBSTRATE PROGRAM' 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) 

write(*,1) 'Enter message 

read(*,'(a)') msg 

write(*,1) 'Enter sphere radius 

read(*,*) rad 

write(*,1) 'Enter wavelength 

read(*,*) wavel 

write(*,1) 'Enter refmed 

read(*,*) refmed 

write(*,1) 'Enter refre 

read(*,*) refre 

write(*,1) 'Enter refim 

read(*,*) refim 

write(*,1) 'Enter substrate tilt angle (measured from 90) 

read(*,*) tilt 

write(*,1) 'Enter real part of substrate refractive index 

read(*,*) sre 

write(*,1) 'Enter imaginary part of substrate refr. index 

read(*,*) sim 

write(*,1) 'Enter limit angle beta for calculation of E 

read(*,*) beta 

write(*,1) 'Enter number of angles per degree 

read(*,*) resoltn 

"Io1rite(*,*) 'Caluclate scattering above (1) or below (2)' 

write(*,1) 'specular reflection angle 

read(*,*) region 
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endif 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*)'msg 

write(*,*)'rad 

write(*,*)'wavel 

write(*,*)'refre 

write(*,*)'refim 

write(*,*)'refmed 

write(*, *) 'tilt 

write(*,*)'sre 

write(*,*)'sim 

write(*,*) 'beta 

write(*,*)'resoltn 

write(*,*) 'region 

write(*,*)'sumonly 

write(*,*)'allsig 

write(*,*) 

return 

1 format(1x,a,$) 

end 

c * 

c * 
c * 

200 

= , ,msg 

= , ,rad 

= , , wavel 

= , ,refre 

= , ,refim 

= , ,refmed 

= , , tilt 
= , ,sre 

= , ,sim 

= , , beta 

= , ,resoltn 

= , ,region 

= ',sumonly 

= , , allsig 

subroutine reflect(s1,s2,tilt,sim,sre,refmed,rad,wavel,jstart, 

1jstop,qsca,region.sr1,sr2,beta,resoltn,sumonly,pass) 

c * 
c *************************************************************** 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

* All rights reserved. 

* 
* 
* 



c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
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* * 

* REFLECT calculates the effect of the substrate. There are * 

* twelve fields included in this model. * 

* * 

* A Scattered field * 

* B Reflected Scattered field * 

* C Scattered Reflected field * 

* D Reflected Scattered Reflected field * 

* E Scattered Reflected Scattered field * 

* F Reflected Scattered Reflected Scattered field * 

* G Scattered Reflected Scattered Reflected field * 

* H RSRSR field * 

* I SRSRS field * 

* J RSRSRS field * 

* K SRSRSR field * 
* L RSRSRSR field * 

* * 

c *************************~************************************* 

c '" 

integer j ,jb,jc,jd,subang,specang,jj ,kk 

integer jstart,jstop,region,sumonly,pass,resoltn 

integer je1,je2,jf1,jf2,jg1,jg2,jh1,jh2,ji1,ji2,ji3,jj1,jj2,jj3 

integer jk1,jk2,jk3,j11,j12,j13 

complex*16 s1(2000),s2(2000),s1a,s1b,s1c,s1d,s1e,s2a,s2b,s2c 

complex*16 m,n1,costgam,costphi,s1f,s2f,s1g,s2g,s1h,s2h,s1i,s2i 

complex*16 sr1(2000),sr2(2000),s1j,s2j,s1k,s2k,s1l,s2l,s2d,s2e 

complex*16 rparO,rperpO,rpargam,rperpgam,rparphi,rperpphi 

complex*16 enormper,enormpar,inormpar,inormper,shadow,dist 

complex*16 phaseb,phasec,phased,phasee,phasef,phaseg,phaseh 

complex*16 phasei,phasej,phasek,phasel,inor1,inor2 



c 

c 
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real*8 tilt,sim,sre,k,wavel,rad,pi,cosigam,cosiphi,enum1,enum2 

real*8 twogr,cg,sg,tg,b,psi,c,a1,qsca,beta,degtorad,tiltr 

real*8 phir,phi,refmed,theta,edenom1,edenom2,ks,inum1,inum2 

write(*,*) 

write(*,*) )Entering REFLECT) 

write(*,*) 

c 

c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 

Various preliminary calculations. 
* 
* 
* 

c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 

c 

pi = 3.14159265 

degtorad ~ 2 * pi / 360.0 

k = 2 * pi * refmed / wavel 

n1 = dcmplx(sre,sim) 

m = n1/dcmplx(refmed,0.0) 

c Calculate substrate and specular angles. 

c 

subang = 90 - int(tilt + 0.5) 

specang = 180 - int((2 * tilt) + 0.5) 

c 

c Determine starting and stopping scattering angle indices. 

c 



c 

if(region.eq.1) then 

jstart = (subang * resoltn) + 1 

jstop = (specang * resoltn) + 1 

else 

jstart = (specang * resoltn) + 1 

jstop = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

endif 

c Calculate cosines of incidence and transmission angles. 

c 
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tiltr = tilt * degtorad 

costgam=cdsqrt(dcmplx(1.0,0.0)-(dcmplx(dsin(tiltr) ,0.0) /m)**2.0) 

cosigam = dcos(tiltr) 

c 

c Calculate Fresnel reflection factors for ° degrees and for 

c the substrate angle. 

c 

c 

rparO = (1 - m)/(1 + m) 

rperpO = (1 - m)/(1 + m) 

rpargam = (costgam - m * cosigam)/(costgam + m * cosigam) 

rperpgam = (cosigam - m * costgam)/(cosigam + m * costgam) 

c Calculate the phase shifts for fields C, E, G, I, and K. 

c 

phasec = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * cosigam» 

phasee = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad) ) 

phaseg = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (1 + cosigam») 

phasei = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,4.0 * k * rad» 

phasek = cdexp(dcmplx(0.O,2.0 * k * rad * (2 + cosigam») 

c 
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c 

c 

c********************************************************************* 

c * 
c Calculate normalization for fields E, F. G, H, I, J, K, and L. * 

c * 
c************************************************************~******** 

c 

c 

c 

inor1 = dcmplx(cdabs(s1(1»,O.O) 

inor2 = dcmplx(cdabs(s2(1»,0.0) 

edenom1 = 0.0 

edenom2 = 0.0 

enum1 = 0.0 

enum2 = 0.0 

jj = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

do 700 j = 1, jj 

edenom1 = edenom1 + cdabs(s1(j»**2.0 

edenom2 = edenom2 + cdabs (s2 (j'» **2.0 

700 continue 

if (tilt.lt.beta) then 

do 710 j = 1,(int«(beta - tilt) * float(resoltn» + 0.5) + 1) 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(s1(j»**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(s2(j»**2.0 

710 continue 

do 720 j = 2, (int«(beta + tilt) * float(resoltn» + 0.5) + 1) 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(s1(j»**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(s2(j»**2.0 

720 continue 



c 

else 

jj = int«(tilt beta) * float(resoltn» + 0.5) + 1 

kk .- int«(tilt + beta) * float(resoltn» + 0.5) + 1 

do 730 j = jj,kk 

enum1 = enum1 + cdabs(s1(j»**2.0 

enum2 = enum2 + cdabs(s2(j»**2.0 

730 continue 

endif 

inum1 = 0.0 

inum2 = 0.0 

jj = int«(180 - beta) * float(resoltn» + 0.5) + 1 . 

kk = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

do 740 j = jj,kk 

inum1 = inum1 + cdabs(s1(j»**2.0 

inum2 = inum2 + cdabs(s2(j»**2.0 

740 continue 

c Calculate the distance attenuation factors 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Fields E-H dist 

Fields I-L dist**2.0 

ks = 2 * pi * refmed / wavel 

dist = dcmplx«1.0 / (ks * 2.0 * rad»,O.O) 

enormpar = dcmplx«(qsca * enum2)/edenom2)**0.5,0.0) 

enormpar = enormpar * dist / inor2 

enormper = dcmplx«(qsca * enum1)/edenom1)**0.5,0.0) 
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enormper = enormper * dist / inor1 

inormpar = enormpar * dcrnplx«inurn2/edenorn2)**0.5,0.0) 

inormpar = inormpar * dist / inor2 

inormper = enormper * dcrnplx«inurn1/edenorn1)**0.5,0.0) 

inormper = inormper * dist / inor1 

c 

c 

c 

c********************************************************************* 

c * 
c Calculate the "shadowing" for fields C, D, G, H, K ~d L. * 
c * 
c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 

twogr = 2.0 * tiltr 

cg = dcos(tiltr) 

sg = dsin(tiltr) 

tg = dtan(til tr) 

b = rad * (1 + «1 - sg)/ cg)** 2.0) ** 0.5 

if(tilt.lt.30.0) then 

psi = datan(cg/(1 

c = b * dsin(psi) 

sg)) - twogr 

a1 = 3 * c * dabs(rad**2.0 - c**2.0)**0.5 

a1 = a1 + rad**2.0 * dasin(dabs(1.0 - (c/rad)**2.0)**0.5) 

shadow = dcrnplx(a1/(pi * rad**2.0),0.0) 

else 

psi = twogr - datan(cg/(1 - sg)) 

c = b * dsin(psi) 



c 

a1 = 3*c*dabs(rad**2.0 - c**2.0)**O.5 

a1 = a1 + rad**2.0 * dasin(dabs(1.0 - (c/rad)**2.0)**O.5) 

shadow = dcmplx((pi * rad**2.0 - a1)/(pi * rad**2.0),O.O) 

end if 
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C 

C********************************:F************************************ 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

Calculate s1 and s2 as a function of angle. The free sphere 

values for s1 and s2 are first calculated by the subroutine 

BHMIE and passed to this subroutine as input. Using the free 

sphere values, the various fields are calculated. These 

fields are added together and the result is stored back into 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

c s1 and s2. s1 and s2 are then passed back to the main progrrun, * 

c 

c 

which calculates the matrix elements in the usual way. * 
* 

c ***********************> WARNING !!! <********************** * 

c 

c 

c 

Due to the differences in definitions of parallel and 

perpendicular unit vectors for the case of particles and the 

* 
* 
* 

c case of cylinders, there is a chance for confusion with regard * 

c to s1 and s2. For a sphere: * 

c * 
c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

s1 <***> Perpendicular to the Scattering Plane 

s2 <***> Parallel to the Scattering Plane 

For reflection, as for scattering by spheres, parallel and 

perpendicular are defined with respect to the plane of 

reflection. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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c * 
c See Bohren and Huffman equations (4.75) on page 112 and * 

c (S.40) on page 205, for the definitions of the Jones matrices * 

c for spheres and cylinders. * 

c * 
c********************************************************************* 

c 

c 

c 

c 

do SOO j = jstart,jstop 

theta = (dfloat(j-1)/dfloat(resoltn» 

phi = dabs(1S0.0 - (theta + tilt» 

phir = phi * degtorad 

costphi=cdsqrt(dcmplx(1.0,0.0)-(dcmplx(dsin(phir),0.0)/m)**2.0) 

cosiphi = dcos(phir) 

if(dabs(cosiphi).lt.1e-07) then 

rparphi = (0.0,-1.0) 

rperpphi = (-1.0,0.0) 

else 

rparphi = (costphi - m * dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O» 

rparphi = rparphi/(costphi + m * dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O» 

rperpphi = (dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O) - m * costphi) 

rperpphi = rperpphi/(dcmplx(cosiphi,O.O) + m * costphi) 

endif 

c Compute phases for fields 

c 

phaseb = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * cosiphi» 

phased = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (cosiphi+cosigam») 

phasef = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (1 + cosiphi») 



c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 
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phaseh = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (1+cosiphi+cosigam))) 

phasej = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (2 + cosiphi))) 

phasel = cdexp(dcmplx(0.0,2.0 * k * rad * (2+cosiphi+cosigam))) 

Compute A 

s1a = s1(j) 

s2a = s2(j) 

Compute B 

Scattered field 

Reflected Scattered field 

jb = int((dabs(phi - tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1b = phaseb * rperpphi * s1(jb) 

s2b = phaseb * rparphi * s2(jb) 

Compute C Scattered Reflected field 

jc = int((dabs(phi - tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1c = phasec * rperpgam * shadow * s1(jc) 

s2c = phasec * rpargam * shadow * s2(jc) 

c Compute D RSR field 

c 

c 

jd = j 

s1d = phased * rperpphi * rperpgam * shadow * s1(jd) 

s2d = phased * rparphi *rpargam * shadow * s2(jd) 

c Compute E SRS field 

c 

je1 = int((phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 



c 

je2 = int«tilt~' float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1e = phasee * rperpO * s1(je1) * enormper * s1(je2) 

s2e = phasee * rparO * s2(je1) * enorrnpar * s2(je2) 
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c Compute F RSRS field 

c 

jf1 = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jf2 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1f = phasef * rperpO * rperpphi * enormper 

s1f = s1f * s1(jf1) * s1(jf2) 

s2f = phasef * rparO * rparphi * enorrnpar 

s2f = s2f * s2(jf1) * s2(jf2) 

c 

c Compute G SRSR field 

c 

jg1 = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jg2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1g = phaseg * rperpO * rperpgarn * shadow * enorrnper 

s1g = s1g * s1(jg1) * s1(jg2) 

s2g = phaseg * rparO * rpargarn * shadow * enorrnpar 

s2g = s2g * s2(jg1) * s2(jg2) 

c 

c Compute H RSRSR field 

c 

jh1 = int « (theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jh2 = int « (theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

s1h = ph'aseh * rperpgarn :I: rperpO * rperpphi * shadow * enorrnper 

s1h = s1h * s1 (jh1) * sl(jh2) 

s2h = phaseh * rpargarn * rparO * rparphi * shadow * enormpar 

s2h = s2h * s2(jh1) * s2(jh2) 
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c 

c Compute I SRSRS field 

c 

c 

jil = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

ji2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

ji3 = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

sli = phasei * rperpO * rperpO * inormper 

sli = sli * sl(jil) * sl(ji2) * sl(ji3) 

s2i = phasei * rparO * rparO * inormpar 

s2i = s2i * s2(jil) * s2(ji2) * s2(ji3) 

c Compute J RSRSRS field 

c 

c 

jjl = int«tilt * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jj2 = int«(theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jj3 = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

slj = phasej * rperpO * rperpO * rperpphi * inormper 

slj = slj * sl(jjl) * sl(jj2) * sl(jj3) 

s2j = phasej * rparO * rparO * rparphi * inormpar 

s2j = s2j * s2(jjl) * s2(jj2) * s2(jj3) 

c Compute K SRSRSR field 

c 

jkl = int«(theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jk2 = int«phi * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

jk3 = (180 * resoltn) + 1 

slk = phasek * rperpO * rperpO * rperpgam * shadow * inormper 

slk = slk * sl(jkl) * sl(jk2) * sl(jk3) 

s2k = phasek * rparO * rparO * rpargam * shadow * inormpar 

s2k = s2k * s2(jkl) * s2(jk2) * s2(jk3) 
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c 

c Compute L RSRSRSR field 

c 

c 

j11 = int(((theta + phi) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

j12 = int(((theta + tilt) * float(resoltn)) + 0.5) + 1 

j13 = int((180 * resoltn) + 0.5) * 1 

s11 = phasel * rperpgam * rperpO * rperpphi * shadow * inormper 

s11 = s11 * s1(j11) * s1(j12) * rperpO * s1(j13) 

s21 = phasel * rpargam * rparO * rparphi * shadow * inormpar 

s21 = s21 * s2(j11) * s2(j12) * rparO * s2(j13) 

c Add fields 

c 

if(sumonly.eq.1) then 

sr1(j) = s1a+slb+s1c+sld+s1e+s1f+s1g+s1h+s1i+s1j+s1k+s11 

sr2(j) = s2a+s2b+s2c+s2d+s2e+s2f+s2g+s2h+s2i+s2j+s2k+s21 

else 

if(pass.eq.12) then 

sr1(j) = s1a+s1b+s1c+s1d+s1e+s1f+s1g+s1h+s1i+s1j+s1k+s11 

sr2(j) = s2a+s2b+s2c+s2d+s2e+s2f+s2g+s2h+s2i+s2j+s2k+s21 

endif 

if(pass.eq.11) then 

sr1(j) = s1a 

sr2(j) = s2a 

endif 

if(pass.eq.10) 

sr1(j) = s1b 

sr2(j) = s2b 

endif 

then 

if(pass.eq.9) then 
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sr1(j) = s1c 

sr2(j) = s2c 

endif 

if(pass.eq.8) then 

sr1(j) .- s1d 

sr2(j) = s2d 

endif 

if (pass. eq. 7) then 

sr1(j) = s1e 

sr2(j) = s2e 

endif 

if(pass.eq.6) then 

sr1(j) = s1f 

sr2(j) = s2f 

endif 

if (pass. eq. 5) then 

sr1(j) = s1g 

sr2(j) = s2g 

endif 

if (pass. eq.4) then 

sr1(j) = s1h 

sr2(j) = s2h 

endif 

if(pass.eq.3) then 

sr1(j) = s1i 

sr2(j) = s2i 

endif 

if(pass.eq.2) then 

sr1(j) = s1j 

sr2'Cj) = s2j 



c 

endif 

if(pass.eq.1) then 

sr1(j) = s1k 

sr2(j) = s2k 

endif 

if(pass.eq.O) then 

sr1(j) = s11 

sr2(j) = s21 

endif 

endif 

800 continue 

return 

end 

subroutine getnames(pass ,s11name, s12name , s33name, s34name , 

1 i prpname ,msg) 
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c **************************************************************** 
c 

c 

c 

c 

* 
* COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

* All rights reserved. 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 

c **************************************************************** 
c 

integer pass 

character msg*50 

character*20 s11name,s12name,s33name,s34name,iprpname 

if(pass.eq.12) then 

s11name = )e:s11a11.dat) 

s12name = )e:s12a11.dat) 

s33name = )e:s33al1.dat) 



s34name = 'e:s34all.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpall.dat' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.ll) then 

sllname = 'e:slla.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12a.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33a.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34a.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpa.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field A' 

end if 

if(pass.eq.l0) then 

sllname = 'e:sllb.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12b.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33b.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34b.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpb.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field B' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.9) then 

sllname = 'e:sllc.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12c.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33c.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34c.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpc.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field C' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.8) then 

sllname = 'e:slld.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12d.dat' 
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s33name = 'e:s33d.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34d.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpd.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field D' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.7) then 

s11name = 'e:s11e.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12e.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33e.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34e.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpe.dat ' 

rnsg = 'Field E' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.6) then 

s11name = 'e:s11f.dat' 

s12name = 'e:s12f.dat' 

s33name = 'e:s33f.dat' 

s34name = 'e:s34f.dat' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpf.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field F' 

endif 

if(pass.eq.5) then 

s11name = 'e:s11g.dat ' 

s12name = 'e:s12g.dat ' 

s33name = 'e:s33g.dat ' 

s34name = 'e:s34g.dat ' 

iprpname = 'e:iperpg.dat' 

rnsg = 'Field GI 

endif 

if(pass.eq.4) then 
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s11name = )e:s11h.dat) 

s12name = )e:s12h.dat) 

s33name = )e:s33h.dat) 

s34name = )e:s34h.dat) 

iprpnc~e = )e:iperph.dat) 

msg = ) Field W 

endif 

if(pass.eq.3) then 

s11name = )e:s11i.dat) 

s12name = )e:s12i.dat) 

s33name = )e:s33i.dat) 

s34name .. ) e : s34i. dat) 

iprpname = )e:iperpi.dat) 

msg = )Field I) 

end if 

if(pass.eq.2) then 

s11name = )e:s11j.dat) 

s12name = )e:s12j.dat) 

s33name = )e:s33j.dat) 

s34name = )e:s34j.dat) 

iprpname = )e:iperpj.dat) 

msg = )Field J; 

endif 

if(pass.eq.1) then 

s11name = )e:s11k.dat) 

s12name = )e:s12k.dat) 

s33name = )e:s33k.dat) 

s34name = )e:s34k.dat) 

iprpname = )e:iperpk.dat) 

msg = )Field K) 
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end if 

if(pass.eq.O) then 

sllname = Je : s lll.datJ 

s12name = Je : s 12l.dat J 

s33name = Je : s33l.dat J 

s34name = Je : s34l.dat J 

iprpname = Je:iperpl.datJ 

msg = J Field V 

endif 

return 

end 
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APPENDIX F 

Listing of Sample Input File for REFl\1IE 

Bronze Sphere 4 on Al 

'sphere radius 

I wavelength 

Ireal part of sphere refractive index 

'imaginary part of sphere refractive index 

1,3.5el 

1,1.064el 

I ,1. 121el 

I ,5. 635el 

Ireal part of medium refractive index 1,1.0eO 

'tilt angle of substrate (mea~ured from 90 deg) 1,4.5el 

Ireal part of substrate refractive index 

'imaginary part of substrate refractive index 

'limit angle beta for calculation of field E 

I ,2. 7gel 

I ,9.42el 

1,3.0el 

Inumber of angles per degree ',5 

Icalculate below (1) or above (2) specular angle ' ,l 

'Calculate all fields (0) or only sum (1) ',1 

'Calculate all signals (1) or just Sll (0) ',1 
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********************************************************************** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

COPYRIGHT (c) Lowell D. Lamb and Donald R. Huffman, 1991. 

All rights reserved. 

*********** Input File for REFMIE.FOR *********** 

* 
* 
* 
* 

********************************************************************** 
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